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ABSTRACT

ASSESSING AND SUPPORTING THE USE OF FUZZY COGNITIVE MAPS TO
SIMULATE COMPLEX PHENOMENA
Eric Lavin, M.S.
Department of Computer Science
Northern Illinois University, 2018
Philippe J. Giabbanelli, Director

To study complex phenomena, modelers have used a wide variety of modeling techniques
(e.g., agent-based modeling). While these are powerful and useful modeling methods, they are not
perfect. To improve our models of complex problems, we need to apply methods that handle uncertainty, such as fuzzy cognitive maps (FCM). This thesis will show that while we use simulation
models to evaluate complex phenomena, we do not apply FCMs in these evaluations very often.
While they are commonly used in participatory modeling to handle uncertainty in small models,
this thesis proposes and evaluates a new method to handle uncertainty in much larger models using
FCMs. Specifically, we use parallel design of experiments (DoE) and demonstrate that previously
published large models can be simplified. We will present a design of experiments which will extend the ability of Fuzzy Grey Cognitive Maps (FGCM) to better handle uncertainty and identify
the main factors that determine the simulation output. We also explore an approximation to allow
for execution within a time limit. Beyond handling uncertainty, this thesis will examine whether
we need to run several simulations to compare different FCMs or if we can just compare their
structures as graphs. This work is limited by the small number of FGCMs currently published. In
the future, our work can be used to create a hybrid model for agent-based models with FCMs or to
identify the rules necessary to create a heterogeneous population of agents.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Introduction

There are numerous reasons to run simulation models, ranging from explaining and investigating the dynamics of a problem to forming predictions [68]. A more specific use for simulation
is to reduce complexity. This also provides a (virtual) environment where there is no risk to test
possible solutions. Testing solutions in the real world can potentially cause detrimental effects or
a working selection can be found that is suboptimal. In contrast, virtual testing does not share the
risk of physical detriment and can be run to find optimal solutions.
To examine and reduce complex problems we first answer the question of what it means for a
problem to be complex. An important point there is to distinguish the difference between a problem
that is complicated and one that is complex. A problem is considered complicated when it can be
decomposed into a set of elements, that can be individually addressed piece by piece. On the other
hand, complex problems result from networks of interacting causes that cannot be fixed separately
to form a solution [150]. These interactions generally result in cycles (also known as loops) that
cause self-feedback. While we can now differentiate between complex and complicated systems,
we must define what complexity means to us. This is important because within the modeling and
simulation (M&S) community there is no widely accepted definition of complexity. Such definitions include the difficulty of describing a problem, information entropy, the difficulty of creating
a model, or logical depth [32]. For our case, we consider complexity as the systems which have
loops and numerous possible combinations of components (i.e., combinatorial complexity [155]).
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These characteristics contribute to the difficulty of managing such systems and are found across
a variety of applications, as will be discussed in this thesis proposal. Note that even “small” systems with few components can be complex by this definition if they exhibit highly interconnected
components with cycles and a large search space.
There are numerous examples of complex problems; one such example would be obesity [40].
Originally obesity was studied as a simple matter of energy imbalance, in which energy intake from
food exceeds energy expended over time [69]. However, obesity research has shifted towards a
more socio-ecological point of view that accounts for economic, cultural and political determinants
for an individual’s obesity [44]. Understanding that obesity is a complex problem is only the
beginning, though. There are several modeling methods that researchers can apply to capture that
complexity. Such methods include system dynamics (SD) [73, 84], cellular automata (CA) [21],
agent-based models (ABM) [127], and fuzzy cognitive maps (FCM) [52].
FCM is perhaps the less known method to most modelers among these. FCM was introduced
by Kosko [97] with two key advantages: it is easily understandable by experts in the problem
domain, and it gives values to causal maps based on qualitative opinions. FCM’s also specialize
in dealing with the vagueness and uncertainty found in complex social problems [51, 54, 55, 151].
The uncertainty comes from not being able to find an exact value for a variable since it may exist as
a distribution or a confidence interval. For example, current studies may not be able to conclude the
exact strength of causation between poor body image and depression, but meta-reviews can provide
a range of causal strengths. Due to these advantages, FCM’s are used in a variety of fields [159]
such as medical diagnosis and support [139], even in settings where the slightest inaccuracies can
have very harmful consequences (e.g., radiotherapy [138] or tumor characterization [143]). The
thesis is organized as follows: we state the objective of the thesis and the expected results. From
there we discuss the proposed methods to complete the thesis.
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1.2

Objectives

The focus of this thesis is to assess how and whether FCM’s are being applied in complex
problems and developing novel M&S techniques. We focus on the complex problem of obesity in
an observable sense, such as social norms and public messaging. This goal will be accomplished
through the completion of three specific aims:
1. Evaluating whether FCM’s are being applied in complex problems, particularly obesity. We
developed an evaluation framework based on recommendations and best practices in modeling and simulation methods applied to public health (Chapter 3).
2. Simplifying FCMs for problems with large uncertainty. We designed and implemented methods to reduce the search space (Chapters 4 & 5).
3. Evaluating whether structural analyses are sufficient instead of performing extensive simulations for selected tasks. We examine the graph structure of FCMs from stakeholders with
differing levels of expertise in a problem (Chapter 6).

1.3

1.3.1

Methods

Overview

This thesis is motivated by the need to improve the use of FCMs in modeling complex problems. In our first aim, we conducted a literature review of simulation models for obesity since
existing reviews which follow a public health perspective, such as the use of the models in policy
and potential pitfalls. On the other hand, we approached from a simulation perspective to assess
model quality. As mentioned before, we are interested in studying problems that have uncertainty
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and loops which FCMs excel at dealing with. Obesity was chosen for this study due to being well
known for its complexity, especially containing those features [53]. We developed a set of best
practices (detailed in Aim 1) for obesity modeling based on guidelines in M&S research as well
as characteristics specific to obesity. These practices will include assessing previous models on
aspects such as the inclusion of time frame, social interactions, heterogeneity. Starting with previous reviews [105, 125, 166], we evaluated previously developed models to track improvement
over time. In our second aim, we combine an extension of FCMs known as fuzzy grey cognitive
maps (FGCM) with efficient design of experiments (DoE) techniques [50] to identify the edges of
an FGCM that can be simplified. Like an FCM, FGCMs are directed networks where the edges
correspond to the strength on the causation between factors. However, the FGCM as proposed by
Salmeron [159] gives the edges a range of possible values to better cope with uncertainty. That is,
FGCMs can represent scenarios with high uncertainty, but it becomes difficult to simulate them as
the search space becomes massive. Using a proper DoE, we identify the importance of each link,
and we can thus simplify some of the ranges, in turn creating a much smaller search space in which
to perform simulations. By looking at Table 1.1 we can observe the three families of DoE that were
considered. For our work, we believe that a factorial design would be the best fit, since we can
treat each edge as a factor and know their min and max values regardless of the range distribution.
For the third aim, we take a radical standpoint by questioning whether simulations are needed at
all for certain tasks. Specifically, in participatory decision making where participants create mental
models in the form of FCMs, the question is whether they agree on what should be done regarding
the problem. Theoretically, two FCMs can have very similar structure, but minute differences in
weights (of edges) or initial states (of nodes) can lead to very different outcomes. Thus, to know
whether two participants have a same view, we are once again faced with a massive search space,
in which their two mental models would have to be simulated extensively and the output compared.
Instead, we examined on real-world data whether some structural/network metrics are sufficient to
conclude that their worldview concurs, thus saving the need for extensive simulations.
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Table 1.1: Overview of Problem Settings for Three Common Designs of Experiments (DoE)
Design of Experiment
Factorial Design

Randomized
Complete Block
Design
Latin Squares

Application Setting
Experiment consists of
2 or more factors each with a discrete number of possible values. Test all
possible combinations of factors and values [120].
Primarily used in
agriculture where experimental units are grouped into replicates. Used to
control variation in an experiment by accounting for spatial effects [120].
Organizes experiment
into a grid with equal rows and columns. Treatment to each experimental
unit is applied on each row and column [120].

Aim 1: Evaluating whether FCMs are being applied in complex problems, particularly
obesity
The aim is to evaluate the current models being used to simulate obesity. First, we compiled
a series of best practices for modeling obesity. Then, we applied them on our corpus. The corpus
(i.e., set of simulation models for obesity) starts with models from the only three reviews of health
models and noncommunicable diseases [105, 125, 166]. The snowball sampling from these three
reviews is justified by the wide search criteria, which would be difficult to improve upon, employed
by the reviews as shown in Box 1.
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Box 1) Selection criteria of original reviews
• [166] Examples from several teams of the National Collaborative Childhood Obesity
Research Envision network, including statistical, social network, agent-based, and system dynamics.
• [105] Reviewed models focusing on health and economic consequences of obesity, future rates of obesity by historical trends, models relating dietary and physical activity to
obesity, and models of specific interventions and policies.
• [125] Took papers published in the English language between January 2003 and July
2014. Only selected freely available studies of actual applications (not illustrations) of
ABM for public health programs. Used following sets of keywords: (1) agent-based
model, agent-based modeling or individual-based modeling; (2) noncommunicable diseases, noninfectious diseases, nontransmissible diseases, or chronic diseases; (3) heart
disease, diabetes, stroke, cancer, chronic respiratory disease, or neurodegenerative diseases; and (4) unhealthy diet, physical activity, exercise, smoking, alcohol, hyperlipidemia, high cholesterol, high triglyceride, overweight, of obesity.

This initial corpus will be expanded through the steps shown in Box 2.

Box 2) Our selection criteria for models
1. The technique of snowball sampling (Figure 1.1) is applied up to distance 3 to find
simulation models.
2. Reduce sample of models to only simulation models using our set of criteria. Thus, we do
not include mathematical and statistical based models, data mining studies, frameworks
for potential obesity models.
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Snowball sampling (Figure 1.1) is done such that we find all papers that cite the initial reviews
(distance 1), then all papers that cite those papers (distance 2), and so forth.
Collecting the models is just the first step. We then develop a framework on how to evaluate
public health models from a simulation perspective. Through evaluation of the reviews and models,
I will focus on finding key criteria in simulation models to assess the improvement of models
over time in a simulation perspective. With this framework, we can focus on the improvement of
simulation methods in public health studies.

Figure 1.1: Each circle represents a paper that would be grabbed by the sample. The dashed lines
represent the layers of the “snowball”, that is, the ones in the very center would be the initial review
(distance 0). One level up shows all sample taken at distance 1 which means they cite the original
article as shown by the directed edges.
Aim 2: Simplifying FCMs for problems with large uncertainty
Our aim here is to better deal with uncertainty in complex problems and effectively utilize
parallelization in simulation optimization [156]. To achieve this aim we make use of FCMs be-
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cause they are a modeling technique designed to cope with uncertainty. An FCM models behavior
through three key constructs:
1. Nodes, representing concepts of the system such as states or entities. Nodes have a weight
in the range [0, 1] indicating the extent to which the concept is present at a simulation step.
2. Weighted directed links, representing causal relationships. Their weight is from the range
[-1, 1], where negative weights indicate that increases in the source node cause a decrease in
the target node. Conversely, positive weights indicate that increases in the source node cause
an increase in the target node.
3. An inference function, which updates the value of each node based on the weights of both
the links going into it and the nodes that these links connect to.
Formally, the number of nodes is denoted by n. The weights of the directed links can be
represented as an n × n adjacency matrix A, where Aij is the weight of the link from i to j. The
value of each concept at step t of the simulation is represented by Vi (t), i = 1 . . . n. At each step
of the simulation, these values are updated using the following standard equation:
!
Vi (t + 1) = f Vi (t) +

X

Vj (t) × Aj,i

(1.1)

j=1,j6=i

where f is a clipping function (also known as the transfer function) ensuring that the values of
nodes remain in the [0, 1] range. For example, in an ecological model, a node could stand for the
density of fish in each space, where 0 means no fish and 1 means a maximal density. That value
cannot go beyond 1 since it is maximal, and the density cannot be negative either. The clipping
function must be monotonic (to preserve the order of nodes’ values) and it is recommended to
use a sigmoidal function when modeling planning scenarios [177]. We employed the widely used
hyperbolic tangent [52, 111] as sigmoidal functions keep saturation levels of nodes within the
range of [-1,1] [111]. Figure 1.2 provides examples of updating an FCM by repeatedly applying
equation 1.1.
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Figure 1.2: Example of an FCM after running three iterations.

Figure 1.3: FCM membership function displaying overlap of linguistic terms and selection of final
value.
As mentioned above, an FCM has weighted causal links. The values on these links are created
by fuzzy logic. For this, experts give linguistic terms (e.g., weak, strong, very strong) for the
causal relationship between nodes. It must also be considered that what one individual views as
medium may be high or low for others. To deal with this problem, membership functions overlap
as shown in Figure 1.3 below. The shapes which can be altered are then filled up proportionally
to the number of responses given, such as in our example where two-thirds said medium and onethird said strong. The final edge value is the centroid of the filled area represented here by a red
dot.
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An FCM does not include the concept of time; its time steps do not map to physical time
(although there is an extension to remedy this limitation). Consequently, an FCM does not run
for a time period. Rather, Equation 1.1 is applied until a chosen subset of nodes reaches a stable
value. This subset is determined by the application context. For example, in a previous FCM for
obesity, they were interested in the long-term trends for obesity and required a single concept to
stabilize to stop iterating [52]. Other concepts such as “food intake” or “weight discrimination”
did not have to stabilize to answer the question, would the level of obesity change in reaction to a
new intervention? [52]. Formally, consider a subset S ⊆ V needs to stabilize. Then the simulation
will end when:

|Vi (t + 1) − Vi (t)| ≤ , ∀i ∈ S

(1.2)

where  is set to a very small positive value. For simulation packages, an additional condition is
set for a maximum number of steps in case Equation 1.2 is never satisfied. While this is rarely
necessary in practice it must be accounted for. FCMs design to cope with uncertainty has made
them a popular choice in participatory modeling [67, 126]. The causal strength between concepts
is determined by participants who evaluate the connection. However, participants may not agree or
may view the concepts in different ways. As mentioned before, Salmeron [159] proposed FGCMs
to give a range of possible values to the causal links. This creates the problem a large search space
of possible edge values. In Figure 1.4 below you can notice that the edges of those FGCMs have a
range instead of a singular value as shown in Figure 1.2.
An FGCM may assign uncertainty across too many links. Fixing the less important links would
thus make our model more tractable. There are several approaches to assess the importance of
different parameters (causal links) in a simulation model [160]. At one extreme, one may perform
a simple sensitivity analysis which varies one parameter at a time while others are fixed at typical
values. This is statistically inefficient and does not account for interactions. At the other extreme,
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one can generate all possible combinations of parameter values, but exhaustively exploring this
search space may be infeasible. We articulate the model with no user preference, meaning to
optimize the model with no user input [157]. A good Design of Experiment (DoE) thus provides
information about the contribution of parameters and their interactions, in a way that is feasible
given the resource requirements (e.g. computation time). It is commonly used to determine the
relative importance of parameters in a performance study [50].

Figure 1.4: An example of two different FGCMs. Each edge has a range of possible values rather
than a set value(a) is an FCM for a security system [160], (b) is an FCM for a supervisor in
radiotherapy treatment planning [138]
Aim 3: Evaluating whether structural analyses are sufficient instead of performing extensive simulations for selected tasks
In this aim we examine the ability to compare separate individuals FCMs. In this problem,
we focus on an ecological fishing case study in which FCMs were used. In this case study, there
are four separate groups of people: water managers, fishermen, club managers, and experts. With
present knowledge, even if we know that separate groups agree on the concepts of a problem, there
is no guarantee that they agree on the links or that their final conclusions will be the same. Thus,
we examine if individuals agree on the causal maps structure then they will agree on the outcome.
For an FCM, this is no guarantee since the strength of the causal links may vary greatly between
individuals. We compare the mental models using centrality, which finds the most important (cen-
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tral) concepts in a network [124]. We test that if concepts rank similarly in centrality then they
will agree on the final output. We do this by correlating the ranking of a node’s centrality with
the ranking of its final output as shown by Figure 1.5. To study this correlation, we investigated
the FCMs gathered for the previously mentioned case study by our collaborators, Drs Gray and
Arlinghaus [64], who agreed to share the data for this thesis.

Figure 1.5: (a) Displays the degree centrality for each node of an FCM. (b) Shows the simulation
output. (c) Ranking simulation output to centrality the graph shows the correlation between the
rank of centrality (more central higher rank) and ranking of output (higher output, higher rank).
For each group, we constructed a composite map, and using that composite map conducted a
variety of centrality measures, such as Katz centrality, degree centrality, betweenness centrality,
load centrality, closeness centrality, and eigenvector centrality. It is important to remember that
each map is a graph G, which is composed of a set of vertices V connected by edges E. The
degree, d(v), of a vertex v ∈ V is the number of edges that include that vertex. Since our maps
are directed graphs (e.g., has directed edges), we are concerned with the out-degree d+ (v) and
the in-degree d− (v). The out-degree is the number of edges with v as the origin, and the indegree is the number of edges with v as a destination. Degree centrality for a directed graph can
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measure the number of in-degree, the out-degree, or both. However, degree centrality is one of the
simplest centrality measures. There are more advanced ones, such as betweenness centrality [157].
Betweenness centrality is a centrality measure reliant on shortest paths. The shortest path is a path
from vertices u to v that traverses the smallest number of vertices between them. The betweenness
centrality of a vertex v ∈ V is found by taking the sum of the number of shortest paths that v is
on between two vertexes, normalized by the total number of shortest paths between two vertexes.
Formally we present that as

g(v) =

X σst (v)
σst
s6=v,t6=v

(1.3)

where σst is the total number of shortest paths from s to node t, and σst (v) is the number
of those paths that pass-through v. We correlate the rankings of concepts centrality with their
simulation output. This will tell us that if the individuals agree on the structural importance of the
concepts, they are likely to agree on what happens to them through interactions. If so, then we
can then confirm that the structures agree and run fewer simulations since they would agree on the
outcome. This can be taken a step further by taking a composite map created by all stakeholders
and comparing the structure and outcome of the composite map compared to the individuals.

CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND

2.1

Constructing FCMs

2.1.1

Defining FCMs

Fuzzy cognitive maps are a modeling and simulation method which builds on causal maps
representing the mental models of individuals or groups. First introduced by Kosko [97] in 1986,
FCMs have two key advantages:
1. They are easily understandable by experts in the problem domain.
2. They give values to causal maps based on qualitative opinions.
An FCM is a modeling technique that is designed to cope with uncertainty. This is accomplished through three key constructs:
• Nodes, representing concepts of the system such as states or entities. Nodes have a weight
in the range [0, 1] indicating the extent to which the concept is present at a simulation step.
• Weighted directed links, representing causal relationships. Their weight is from the range
[-1, 1], where negative weights indicate that increases in the source node cause a decrease in
the target node. Conversely, positive weights indicate that increases in the source node cause
an increase in the target node.
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• An inference function, which updates the value of each node based on the weights of both
the links going into it and the nodes that these links connect to.
Formally the number of nodes is denoted by N. The weights of the directed links can be represented as an N × N adjacency matrix A where Aij is the weight of the link from i to j. The value
of each concept at step t of the simulation is represented by Vi (t), i = 1 . . . N. At each step of
the simulation, these values are updated using Equation (1.1), where f is a clipping function (also
known as the transfer function) ensuring that the values of nodes remain in the [0, 1] range. For
example, in an ecological model, a node could stand for the density of fish in each space, where 0
means no fish and 1 means a maximal density. That value cannot go beyond 1 since it is maximal,
and the density cannot be negative either. The clipping function must be monotonic (to preserve
the order of nodes values) and it is recommended to use a sigmoidal function when modeling planning scenarios [177]. We employed the widely used hyperbolic tangent [52, 111] as sigmoidal
functions to keep saturation levels of nodes within the range of [0,1] [177]. Figure 1.2 provides
examples of updating an FCM by repeatedly applying equation (1.1).
An FCM does not include the concept of time; time steps do not map to physical time (although
there is an extension to remedy this limitation). Consequently, an FCM does not run for a time
period. Rather, Equation (1.1) is applied until a chosen subset of nodes reaches a stable value.
This subset is determined by the application context. For example, in a previous FCM for obesity,
they were interested in the long-term trends for obesity and required a single concept to stabilize to
stop iterating [52]. Other concepts such as “food intake” or “weight discrimination” did not have
to stabilize to answer the question. How would the level of obesity change in reaction to a new
intervention? [52]. Formally, consider a subset S ⊆ V that needs to stabilize. Then the simulation
will end when Equation (1.2) is met, where  is set to a very small positive value (e.g., 0.01).
For simulation packages, an additional condition is set for a maximum number of steps in case
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equation (1.2) is never satisfied. While this is rarely necessary in practice, it must be accounted
for.

2.1.2 Foundations of Fuzzy Logic

FCMs are designed to cope with uncertainty, which has made them a popular choice for participatory modeling [65, 126]. In participatory modeling, causal strength between concepts is
determined by participants who evaluate the connection. However, participants may not agree or
may view the concepts in different ways. Fuzzy logic is used to give quantifiable values to qualitative variables. We accomplish this through the use of fuzzy sets. To understand fuzzy sets we
must first understand what a crisp set is. For a crisp set, whether an element is in the set or not is a
binary answer. Either it is or it is not (Definition 2.1.1) [99].
Definition 2.1.1. Crisp Set.
In a crisp set, whether the element is in the set is binary: it is (1), or it is not (0). For a concept A,
the membership function µA (x) is:
µA (x) = 1 if x ∈ A
µA (x) = 0 if x ∈
/A
However, within society we are used to dealing with a large amount of vagueness or uncertainty.
An example such as, “I’ll turn the heat on when it gets cold,” does not clearly state what qualifies
as cold or does not. As such we need a way to represent this concept of vagueness. This is done
through the application of fuzzy logic and fuzzy sets. Fuzzy sets unlike crisp sets allow us to show
how much x is in a set through a range of [0,1] [176] (Figure 2.1.2).
Definition 2.1.2. Fuzzy Set.
A fuzzy set is an extension of the crisp set by allowing partial membership, so µ(x) is a function
that puts values in range [0,1]. This value is the degree to which x belongs to A [176].
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Figure 2.1: An element x either is (1) or is not (0) part of a crisp set f (a). Fuzzy Logic extends
this by allowing different levels, as exemplified by a triangle function (b).
From fuzzy sets we focused on fuzzy control, which is a knowledge-based control approach
that makes effective use of all information related to a system (e.g., sensors, measurements of key
features, and experts) [176]. Fuzzy controllers follow the basic structure of “if-then” rules. Fuzzy
control systems are useful under the following situations [176]:
• There are experienced humans (i.e., experts) who can satisfactorily provide qualitative control rules in terms of vague and fuzzy sentences.
• Applications where there is large uncertainty or unknown variation in parameters and structures.
Fuzzy control is primarily focused on model-based methods. Fuzzy control for models allows mathematical ways to ensure performance and robust analysis. However, as these methods
are more mathematically involved, they are less transparent while ensuring proper performance.
Overall, a fuzzy controller involves three general structures: the database, the rule base, and the
processing unit (which is composed of three parts) [176] (Figure 2.2):
1. Fuzzification: Defines the membership function.
2. Inference engine: Applies fuzzy rules to meaning from the qualitative input.
3. Defuzzification: Extracts quantitative value from the fuzzy set.
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Figure 2.2: Structure of a fuzzy controller. Processing unit is shown as composition of three rules.
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The process starts with qualitative input. The database holds information on the membership
function such as the number, shape, and distribution of the fuzzy sets along with the meaning of
the linguistic terms and if-then rules stating their connections. Information on the membership
function is applied in the fuzzification step to create the membership function. The membership function and input are then sent to the inference engine. The inference engine applies the
meaning of the qualitative measurements to the membership function. The meaning appropriately
assigns the input to the membership functions by the supplied if-then rules. From there we begin
the defuzzification process. This applies the rule set that determines in what manner we get the
quantitative output. These steps will be further detailed throughout this section in relation to our
temperature example mentioned earlier.
It is important not to confuse the database with a relational database. The database in our case
contains the configuration of the fuzzy controller such as the number, shape and distribution of
the membership function [176]. The rule base contains the set of rules that determine how the
controller behaves. Finally, the processing unit exists for the execution of the rules. The execution
of the rules is primarily handled by the inference engine.
To clarify this process, we will walk through an example. We want to determine the strength of
the relationship between the temperature and the number of people in a store. The first step of the
process is the fuzzification through parameters determined in the database. This is done by membership functions that map each point from the input to the range of [0, 1] [184]. A membership
function can be defined by a variety of shapes such as triangles, trapezoids, gaussian curves and
many others (Figure 2.3).
However, just having the membership function is only part of the solution. The chosen membership function (we used a trianglular membership function for our example) and qualitative input
(very low, low, medium, high, very high) are sent to the inference engine. The inference engine
will apply rules to the qualitative input to place them into the membership function. That is, if
one input translates to medium, then it is also partly high and partly low due to overlap between
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Figure 2.3: (a) A triangular membership function. (b) Gaussian membership function. (c) A
trapezoidal membership function.
membership functions. The inference accomplishes this process by combining the rule base with
logic. Since fuzzy logic is an extension of binary logic, it contains the logical operators for AND,
and OR. Assume we have two fuzzy sets A and B, the logical operators are defined for fuzzy sets
as follows [184].
Definition 2.1.3. AND Operator
The AND operator defines the intersection between two fuzzy sets A(x) and B(x). Its result is the
set
C(x) = A(x) ∧ B(x) = min(A(x), B(x)), ∀x ∈ X

(2.1)

Definition 2.1.4. OR Operator
The OR operator defines the union between two fuzzy sets A(x) and B(x). Its result is the set

C(x) = A(x) ∨ B(x) = max(A(x), B(x)), ∀x ∈ X

(2.2)

Following the inference we now must apply our rule base for defuzzification. Rule bases are
a set of if-then rules that define the problem. So if an individual believes that temperature has a
medium impact on the number of customers in the store, then we see an increase in the medium
member of the function as well as the intersection with the high and low sections. If this were done
with three individuals and two said there is a medium relationship and one said a high relationship
between temperature and the number of customers, then we would have

2
3

of the medium member
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Figure 2.4: The defuzzified results following both Mamdani and Larsen rules. The defuzzified
values are similar in all areas if not the same.
and

1
3

of the weak member (Figure 1.3). While rule sets are dependent on the problem, they all

boil down to the base of, “If A, Then B ” [184]. Two of the more common inference methods for
rule sets are:
1. Mamdani: RM (x, y) = A(x) ∧ B(x) (takes the min.)
2. Larsen: RL (x, y) = A(x) × B(y) (takes the product.)
It is worth noting that while the inference methods can provide slightly different outcomes
with the end result, they are generally quite similar (Figure 2.4). If there is a reason to suspect the
inference method greatly affects the final value then the rules can be tested using several inference
methods [51, 52].
Finally after applying our inference, we reach the final part of processing, defuzzification. We
need to combine the membership function into a single geometric shape. The process is called
aggregation. In general, aggregation will remove all parts of the membership function not in use
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and keep the parts that have been filled. There are several families of aggregations that have been
developed [194]. These include the family Algebraic Sum f (x, y) = x + y − x × y and the
family Hamacher Sum f (x, y) = (x + y − 2 × x × y)/(1 − x × y) [52]. Once the data has been
aggregated we want to defuzzify it, meaning to get a singular value by mapping the fuzzy set to a
crisp set. One such method is the center of gravity (centroid), which is the average of all points in
our aggregated shape (or the center of mass). The centroid of the shape is then calculated with the
x coordinate being used as the defuzzified value (Figure 1.3). There are several other methods for
the defuzzification of a membership function as well [180].
To clarify this process we applied a basic abstract example of a fuzzy controller where we
have three experts provide fuzzy responses for the connection between two separate but related
entities. First, experts give vague linguistic terms (e.g., weak, strong, very strong) for the causal
relationship between entities. Our triangle membership function is then filled up proportionally
to the number of responses given, such as in our example where two-thirds said medium and onethird said strong. The final quantifiable output value (found through defuzzification) is the centroid
of the filled area represented here by a red dot.

2.1.3 Two Methods for Creating FCMs

We have discussed how FCMs are defined and how we quantify the qualitative input. The next
question is, how do we determine the structure of the FCM such as concepts and relationships, and
how strong those relationships are? There are two methods:
1. Participant driven
2. Data driven
Participant driven, also known as participatory modeling, integrates a range of views from
different stakeholders in a problem [90]. For this, researchers gather stakeholder groups to deter-
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mine what concepts are relevant in a problem and their relationships [62, 81]. The best practices in
collecting data for FCM for participatory modeling involve interviews and/or questionnaires [133].
When gathering data from participants, Özesmi and Özesmi suggest the following practice [133].
Have a facilitator working with individuals or groups of individuals in the map construction. Participants are shown an unrelated FCM example. From there, the participants create a list of important
concepts within their problem. Participants are then asked to draw links between concepts they
believe are connected and to give quantitative edge values for the strength of that relationship (in
range [−1, 1]). Maps built through participatory modeling can be analyzed to represent an individual’s view of a problem, or aggregated, to represent the collective knowledge of stakeholder
groups [133]. Aggregation can be done by:
• Combining all edges and nodes from individual maps into a singular large map, or
• Having the group of stakeholders work together to create a singular map.
Participatory modeling has been used for years to see how stakeholders understand problems
and can be done with a varying number of participants (Table 2.1).
The second expert-based method applies questionnaires and can involve extraction from text
depending on methodology. The basic practice is described by Axelrod [7]. When using questionnaires, the first goal is to identify the concepts in a problem. There are a few ways to do this:
1. Text extraction
2. Preliminary subject expert questionnaire
3. Expert meeting
Text mining can be used to extract important concepts from peer-reviewed sources and other documents. This is feasible since more information is available online and in a format that can be
mined. The original methods are the next two, which require experts in the discipline. The experts
complete a preliminary survey that will identify the primary concepts in a problem. If a survey
is not possible, or many experts are physically available, researchers can hold a meeting with the
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Table 2.1: Examples of participatory modeling in the real world
# of Participants
51
8
59
20
30
31
13
35
56
44
11
29
12
15
27
7
5

# of Edges(Average)
43
9
28
27
43
28
43
43
31
31
28
145
19
63
27
26
44

# of Nodes(Average)
24
17
18
24
24
19
24
24
24
25
16
26
16
23
117
15
24

Year
2003
2010
2012
2010
2001
1999
2001
2001
2002
2001
2013
2012
2009
2015
2012
2012
2014

Reference
[132]
[181]
[116]
[128]
[195]
[129]
[130]
[131]
[23]
[22]
[147]
[136]
[87]
[81]
[62]
[52]
[51]

experts to identify the primary concepts [7].

Once the primary concepts have been identified, a survey to determine the causal relationships between concepts is created. This survey asks for the relationship between ordered pairs of
concepts in a questionnaire format. Additionally, the survey can ask participants to compare the
relative strength of relationships. For example, there could be a question on whether the relationship V1 → V2 is stronger than V3 → V4 . This allows for less bias and more accurate estimations of
causal weights [148]. These questions can apply linguistic variables that can later be quantified by
fuzzy logic [51]. For this relationship survey, Axelrod [7] suggests having not only experts of the
discipline but also “lay” experts. These experts are knowledgeable or concerned about the problem
but not defined from a technical discipline.
The final case for creating FCMs is to infer the causal relationships from data. This can be
done through the application of machine learning. Learning approaches for FCMs concentrate
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on learning the connection matrix (i.e., causal relationships, the edges and their weights) [140].
The data is gathered by expert intervention and/or historical records. The learning algorithms are
classified into three types on the basis of their learning paradigm (type of knowledge used). They
are [140]:
• Hebbian based: Unsupervised learning methods that use historical data and a learning
formula to iteratively adjust FCM weights. These include the balanced differential algorithm [85] and the nonlinear Hebbian learning [137] methods.
• Population based: Unsupervised methods that train FCMs to mimic the input data. These
methods are computationally expensive and include methods such as particle swarm optimization [145] and evolutionary algorithms [98].
• Hybrid approaches: An approach that implements both Hebbian-population-based methods.
The Hebbian methods are used to approximate the edge matrix while the population-based
methods refine these results such as with the nonlinear Hebbian learning differential evolution [135].
The application of these methods can automate the creation of FCMs. It can be noticed that
most of these algorithms focus on the weight matrix, as that is the part of the model with the most
uncertainty. Furthermore, the population-based methods are primarily optimization methods. As
such, they are also applied when optimizing FCM weight matrices, which is covered in more detail
in Section 2.3.1

2.1.4 Software Solutions

For the expanded use of FCMs packages in research, it is natural that sets of tools have been
developed. Currently there are three main softwares that can be used: (i) MentalModeler, (2) FCM
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Table 2.2: Current FCM foftware
Criteria

Mental Modeler

FCM
TOOLs
No.

FCM WIZARD

Our Tool

Formatted input
file
Formatted output
file

Yes.
Accepts
.mmp files.
Yes.
Export
.mmp files.

Yes.
Accepts
.fcm files.
Yes. .fcm files.
and .png maps

Yes. Formatted
text file.
No.

Graphical view of
FCM
GUI
Parallel processing supported

Yes.

Yes.
Exports excel
file.
No.

Yes

Yes.

Yes.
No.

Yes.
No.

Yes
No

No.

Yes.

Yes

No.
Yes.
Can run
a single FCM in
parallel or several
FCMs
Yes.

Observes change
in concept values
over time
Requirements for
use

Installed software
with creators permission

MATLAB
7.9

Installed software
with creator permission

Python 2

TOOL, (3) FCM Wizard. We detail each of these tools and compare them with the library we
created for creating and simulating FCMs (Table 2.2, detailed in Chapter 4)
MentalModeler was introduced in 2013 [63]. It was created with a focus on participatory modeling. MentalModeler was created with three purposes in mind: (1) construct a designed qualitative
conceptual model (Figure 2.5), (2) develop scenarios and evaluate system change under plausible
conditions (Figure 2.6), and (3) revise the model based on output. MentalModeler was developed
using Java and has a GUI consisting of a window and tabs for the user. Modelers can import a
model using their file format (.mmp), open an already-existing model they used on that machine,
or create a new model. Users can add concepts using a “plus sign” on the screen. Relationships can
be drawn between concepts by dragging from a tab on the bottom of one concept to the concept
it influences. Once a relationship is established, a slider is used to set the quantitative value. Fur-
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Figure 2.5: Model built using MetalModeler. Images are the sole intellectual property of Dr S.
Gray. Reproduced with S. Gray’s permission.
thermore, the user can switch tabs to see the matrix form of the map. Users are also able to view
structural components of the map such as the centrality, density, and total number of components
and edges. A scenario tab allows the user to make a variety of scenarios and have a graphical view
of the change in concepts values.

FCM TOOLs was introduced in 2010 [144]. FCM TOOL is designed for building FCMs
using MATLAB 7.9. It incorporates Microsoft Excel for the storage and retrieval of data from
files. Through this tool users can either create FCMs from scratch or adjust already-existing FCMs
by modifying their parameters. FCM TOOL implements a GUI by applying a window and a
tabbed menu navigation scheme. Parameters that can be adjusted are the model’s concepts, their
initial values, and the weights of their relations. After simulation runs, the final concept values
are displayed and plotted as a graph. Users can choose to plot only a subset of concepts as well.
Furthermore, there is a section to write concluding remarks and comments about a simulation.
Within the window, a table is also shown that displays the settings of the simulation. Finally,
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Figure 2.6: Scenario built in MentalModeler. Images are the sole intellectual property of Dr S.
Gray. Reproduced with S. Gray’s permission.
simulation runs are kept so the user can run a variety of simulations in one window. The desired
simulations can then be saved in an Excel format file.
FCM WIZARD was introduced in 2016 and is particularly popular among modelers focused
on methods, while MentalModeler is focused on participants. Adding nodes and edges is easily
accomplished by selecting buttons on the main page. Concepts can be selected and customized by
color (highlight different nodes in different colors) or assigned a label and initial value. Similarly,
edges can be selected to set their causal value in a pop-up box. FCMs can also be opened and
exported in their custom file format (.fcm). Moreover, an image of a graph can be exported as a
.png file (Figure 2.7). They also provide an average operator to aggregate maps together. FCM
WIZARD provides simulation capability supporting several activation rules and and provides several transformation functions that can be further customized. The value of concepts throughout the
simulation can be shown in a table as well as graphically (Figure 2.8). Most importantly though,
FCM WIZARD allows for the use of learning algorithms, both supervised and unsupervised, to
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Figure 2.7: Graph built from FCM WIZARD.
create and adjust FCMs (compute causal relations, optimize network topology, and improve convergence). These algorithms take as input a file in the Attribute Relation File Format (.arff).

2.2

Using FCMs

2.2.1 Structural Analysis

FCMs are at heart weighted directed networks that do not allow self loops. This means that we
are able to evaluate FCMs from a network perspective as well as a simulation perspective. That is
to say, we can measure aspects of the model’s structure [64].
By observing the number of concepts and edges we can get a rough idea of how complex a
model is. However, that is basic structural information that does not provide a deeper understanding
of the model.
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Figure 2.8: View of concept outputs from FCM WIZARD.
Complexity, though, can be measured by the amount of receivers (sinks, Definition 2.2.2) and
transmitters (sources, Definition 2.2.1) [36].
Definition 2.2.1. Transmitter.
Components in a system that affects other system components but are not effected by others. [36]
Definition 2.2.2. Receiver.
Components in a system that are affected by other components; however, these components do not
affect other parts of the system [36].
From these two types of concepts, we are able to compute the complexity by taking the ratio
number of receivers ). This measures the degree to which driving
of receivers to transmitters: ( number
of transmitters
forces such as transmitters are considered. A higher complexity is indicative of more complex
systems thinking [36].
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Table 2.3: Schools of centrality metrics
Type of Centrality measurement
Flow indice

Example

Definition

Reachability
indice
Feedback indice

Betweenness
centrality
Closeness centrality
Katz centrality

Local indice

Degree centrality

Fractions of shortest paths find the amount of flow
through a concept.
Shortest paths measure concepts ability to reach other
concepts.
Concepts accumulate influence by concepts feeding
into them.
Measures centrality based on only the concepts neighbors.

Definition 2.2.3. Density.
The fraction of edges present compared to the total number of possible, or how connected a graph
is. It can be calculated by
|E|
|V |(|V | − 1)
where |E| is the number of edges and |V | is the number of concepts [124].
A higher density means structural areas can change due to the connectivity of the model [133].
We can further measure the centrality of concepts. The centrality of a concept is the relative
importance of the concept in relation to the centrality measurement. There are several measurement
types of centrality that observe different aspects of a graph. Therefore, when measuring centrality
it is important to know what aspect of centrality is important for the graph (e.g., does it influence
several nodes, is it a connection between two clusters). There are a few different types of centrality
measurements and common metrics for those types (Table 2.3) [124].

2.2.2 Simulating Scenarios

Scenario techniques have been found to be useful when uncertainty and complexity are present [164].
As we have discussed already, FCMs have a large amount of uncertainty as the causal relationships
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are created by experts, and we use them on complex problems. This makes scenario planning an
excellent choice for simulating FCMs. Simulating scenarios allow us to simulate strategic thinking
by simulating multiple possible futures [3]. Scenarios are built by “telling a story.” This more
directly means scenarios are “a set of hypothetical events set in the future constructed to clarify
a possible chain of causal events as well as their decision points” [91]. Thus, we can say that
scenarios are a simulation of possible future events that we can view as a chain of causal events.
Moreover, scenario planning techniques are frequently used to better articulate mental models
about the future [3].
There is no singular approach to scenario planning [3]. There are currently three schools of
thought on scenario development [3]:
1. Intuitive Logics school.
2. Probabilistic Modified Trends school.
3. French school (La Prospective).
The Intuitive Logics school takes a non-mathematical approach. This method relies on knowledge and credibility to create the scenario. They follow a basic methodology that ranges from 5
to 15 steps. However, the proposed methodology by the Stanford Research Institute International
is the most popular [3]. While this school of thought creates flexible and internally consistent
scenarios, it is dependent on the planners and is easily biased [3].
The Probabilistic Modified Trends school incorporates two separate matrix-based methodologies: trend impact analysis and cross-impact analysis [14]. These techniques extrapolate trends
and perform a probabilistic modification on them. The trend impact analysis relies on historic
data extrapolation without considering the effects of unprecedented future events [14], whereas
cross-impact analysis captures the interrelationships between key influencing factors to avoid fore-
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casting events in isolation [14]. By applying this methodology, individuals are able to account for
historical data in creating scenarios.
La Prospective methodology follows the belief that the future is not a predetermined temporal
continuity. Instead, it can be deliberately created and modeled [3]. This method of scenario construction calls upon four essential concepts: the base, the external context, the progression, and the
images [35]. The base is created by taking a thorough analysis of the present. The environment
surrounding the model, such as the social, economic, and political context, creates the external context. The progression is the historical simulation derived from the base and the external context.
The reality at the time for the future in the scenario is called the image [35].
For example, consider an FCM concerning fishing in a lake. Following the Intuitive Logics
school, we would have an expert determine the scenario. As such they would define the density of
fish expected in the water, the amount of fishermen and other conditions involving the lake. The
concepts would be initialized to those values and we would simulate from there. For this scenario, it
is the environment envisioned by the expert, thus any misconceptions they have about the problem
would be reflected in the scenario. For the same example following the Probabilistic Modified
Trends school, we would search for historical data on the amount of fishermen, the population of
fish and any other concepts considered in the model. Using statistical methods we would develop
likely distributions for each concept and build the scenarios off those distributions. This way we
can simulate based on historical data if it is available. Finally, using the La Prospective school of
thought we would examine the context and present situation of the lake we are simulating, such as,
Are there laws restricting the number of fishermen? Is it a season when we are likely to have a lot
of fish? Are they still reproducing? Using these we define the environment of the lake we wish to
simulate and match it to the historical progression of the lake over time. This can give a reliable
simulation to many scenarios due to the flexibility in defining the scenario.
What-if scenarios provide not only the simulations we run to see how modifying a concept
can alter the whole system but also provide validation for the model. It has been found that a
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reliable way to validate FCMs is to create a what-if scenario in which there is no doubt in the final
outcome [49]. These scenarios can be seen as reliable by following the La Prospective thinking
and once we have confirmed the validity of the model. The other scenario-building methodologies
can be applied depending on the existence of historical data and reliable experts to create viable
scenarios.

2.3

2.3.1

Optimizing FCMs

Improving Convergence

A weakness of FCMs is the large variance on the causal relationship between concepts given by
experts. Machine learning methods can be used to optimize the weight matrix for getting outputs
within a specified range. Population-based methods learn from historical data to optimize the
weight matrix. This learning is done through the use of an objective function [140]. There are
numerous population-based methods used for FCMs which include but are not limited to particle
swarm optimization (PSO) and evolutionary algorithms [140].
Particle swarm optimization is a stochastic optimization algorithm that belongs to the swarm
intelligence family of algorithms. These algorithms use a population of individuals to examine
promising regions of the search space. The entire population is called a swarm, and the individuals
are called particles. Each particle will move at an adaptable velocity in its search space and keep
a memory of its optimal position within that search space [145].
For PSO we have the concepts of an FCM V1 , . . . , VN and Vout1 , . . . , Voutm be the output concepts with 1 ≤ m ≤ N . All other concepts are considered input or interior concepts [145]. The
goal is to limit the output into a range:
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Figure 2.9: (a) Processes for optimizing FCMs. Flow for optimizing weight matrix using PSO.
(b)Flow for optimization using evolutionary algorithms.
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min
max
Vout
≤ Vouti ≤ Vout
, i = 1, . . . , m
i
i

where the range of the output concept is determined by experts. The weight matrix is adjusted to
keep the output concepts in range. The weights are adjusted using the objective function until the
selected concepts end in the desired range while still maintaining the meaning of the edges [145]
(Figure 2.9 (a)). This method produces a plethora of weight matrices that lead to the FCMs’ convergence in the desired concept ranges. These solutions can be statistically analyzed and examined
by experts to make sure the chosen output(s) is within the constraints of a problem.
Beyond the particle swarm, evolutionary algorithms (EA) have been applied to optimize the
weight matrix of FCMs. An evolutionary algorithm will imitate the process of natural evolution
to find a solution to complicated optimization problems [98]. The general structure of an EA
is to make slight alterations to the present weight matrix to get new weight matrices (the next
generation) and compare the results of the new matrices. The most accurate solution is then used
to produce a new generation. This is done until a matrix is created that is sufficiently accurate
according to some stop criteria. In Figure 2.9 (b), functions r and m transform the matrix to give
us more suitable offspring to choose from. We then apply the function s to select the better model
between the two. The process is then repeated using the newly selected model.

2.3.2

Simplifying FCMs

FCMs are commonly used in complex problems. With complex problems it is difficult to reduce the complexity while maintaining the accuracy. There are, however, recent efforts to simplify
FCMs to reduce their complexity. Complexity is dependent on the number of concepts and the
relationships in a model. Thus, to reduce the complexity of a model we can either reduce the relationships or reduce the number of concepts. Presently, methods exist to reduce the number of
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concepts in a model [79, 80, 141], and one of our contributions explored in Chapter 4 is to simplify
relationships.
These studies reduce the number of concepts by clustering similar concepts together [141].
Concepts have two properties when considering similarity [141]:
1. Reflexive: Concepts are similar to themselves, so concept Vi is similar to Vi .
2. Symmetric: If concept Vi is similar to concept Vj , then Vj is similar to Vi .
It is important to note, however, concepts do not follow the transitive property. That is, if
concept Vi is similar to concept Vj , and Vj is similar to concept Vk , then it does not necessarily
mean that Vi is similar to Vk [141].
This method starts by constructing the clusters of concepts. A cluster is built for each concept in
the FCM. Figure 2.10 depicts the process for building a cluster from a single concept. When a new
concept is considered for the cluster, it must be considered similar to every element in the cluster.
This similarity is determined by a function that will compute a similarity value if that value is less
than , with 0 ≤  ≤ 1. One such example of an isNear function is given in Equation (2.3) [141].
P
isN ear(i, j, , K) =

(wik − wjk )2 k6=i,k6=j,k∈K
/ +

P

8m

(wki − wkj )2 k6=i,k6=j,k∈K
/

(2.3)

If the new concept is found to be similar to all concepts in the cluster, then the new concept is
added to the cluster. It is worth noting that, if  = 0, then no elements will merge into clusters, and
if  = 1, you will end with two distinct clusters [141]. A good epsilon is determined by trial and
error and expert analysis.
Once we have reduced the number of concepts by clustering the similar ones, we still need
to account for the relationships and their weights between concepts in the clusters. This is done
through aggregating weights between clusters. For example, if we have two clusters a & b, we take
the average of the weighted relationship for their concepts and set that to be the new relationship
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Figure 2.10: Process to build a cluster from concepts. Initial concept is the original concept in its
own cluster, and epsilon is the threshold for how similar concepts need to be to be clustered. The
isNear function determines if the two concepts should be clustered.
weight between the clusters [141] (Figure 2.11). This can cause problems such as self loops which
are not permitted in FCMs if one were to follow Kosko’s model.
The goal of this concept reduction is to lessen the complexity of the model to allow more
transparency and comprehensibility by non-subject experts. It has been found that even by reducing
the number of concepts through clustering, the reduced FCM performs to give a similar output to
the original model [141]. While the merging has given successful results, there is still work to be
done to select the reduction method in the future.
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Figure 2.11: Process to determine the causal relationship between clusters. a and b are clusters of
concepts to be merged.

CHAPTER 3
A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF SIMULATION MODELS OF OBESITY
FOR PUBLIC HEALTH: METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES AND
DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

In the previous chapter we discussed the creation and applications of FCMs. It was shown that
FCMs are an effective modeling technique for complex problems, in particular with participatory
modeling. However, does this mean that FCMs are currently being applied in complex problems
such as public health? In this chapter, we present a literature review of public health simulation
models to detect whether or not FCMs are being used to model this complex problem. Beyond that,
the literature review examines the current modeling techniques used in public health modeling and
criteria that can be used as guidelines to complete simulation models with more methodological
rigor.

My contributions consisted of:
(i) Performing the search for simulation models.
(ii) Developing the guidelines and evaluation of the simulation models based on those guidelines.
(iii) My co-authors assisted in the search for simulation models and development of the
guidelines as well as analysis of the citation network.
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3.1

Introduction

The ongoing obesity crisis continues to be a huge health concern and an economic burden. If
current rising trends continue, 2.7 billion adults will be overweight by 2025 [192]. The increase
from 2.0 billion overweight adults in 2014 highlights the difficulty of tackling obesity [192]. This
difficulty stems in part from the complexity of obesity, as it is part of a system of heterogeneous
elements interacting with one another and adapting to changing circumstances [31, 40]. Since obesity is a complex problem without a definite solution for sustainable weight loss, simulation models
can provide a much-needed decision support tool. Simulation models are broadly defined as the
imitation of a system [155], which would include a concept map as well as an agent-based model
or a system dynamics model. Our focus is on dynamic simulation models, in which the imitation
of a system takes place through time [155]. For instance, the values of virtual entities are updated
as the simulation progresses. By modeling the complex system of which obesity is a part of, it
becomes possible to systematically search for interventions with high potential. This helps apply
systems thinking to the management of obesity in a safe manner, since interventions are only tested
in the virtual world of the model rather than by directly impacting the population [38]. Obtaining
a comprehensive view of obesity through a model also helps with evaluating an intervention, since
we then know what variables are related to the intervention and should be monitored [20]. It is thus
clear that, from a public health standpoint, the possibilities offered by models are not merely to
represent data but to guide future policy on obesity by highlighting where to focus the next actions
and data collection efforts [169].
Different modeling approaches provide insights on different facets of a problem’s complexity. Badham proposed three categories for models [8]: qualitative aggregate models, quantitative
aggregate models (also called macro-simulation), and quantitative individual models (also called
micro-simulation). Qualitative modeling techniques are “modeling techniques used for under-
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standing an issue, problem structuring, integrating perspectives and communicating the system
structure” [8]. The Foresight Obesity Map is a qualitative model articulating how weight-related
factors are connected, and it prompted conversations to understand who was responsible for which
factors and how to achieve better coordination [182]. These types of maps continue to be developed, with a recent example being the diagram of obesity causes from Allender et al. [2]. System
dynamics (SD) models, which belong to the category of quantitative aggregate models, have also
been developed to help policymakers. They are a typical example of quantitative aggregate model
since “quantitative aggregate models use equations to describe relationships between the averages
of pairs (or larger groups) of system components” [8]. For example, these models can be used
as a virtual platform to test population health approaches [183] or can be a focal point to develop
systems thinking capacity with regards to policies [118]. Fuzzy cognitive maps (FCM), which
are also quantitative aggregate models, were created to help practitioners navigate the complexity
of obesity in their patients [52]. In the last category, “individual-oriented modelling techniques
track individuals and calculate results by counting the relevant individuals” [8]. Among individual oriented models, a large number of network-based and agent based models (ABM) have been
developed and used to suggest policy interventions; in particular, we refer the reader to the work
of Giabbanelli [49, 51], Shoham [166, 167] and Yang [196, 197]. We note that cellular automata
(CA) also provide individual oriented models but have been used much less commonly for obesity
research.
Our focus is on dynamic simulation models, which are either quantitative aggregate models or
quantitative individual models. A simulation model can compute how a system can change, for
example, under hypothetical scenarios of interest to policymakers [38]. To illustrate this, policymakers may be interested in a “what-if” question such as: What if we were to implement zoning
regulations? A simulation model for this situation would be able to compute key metrics (e.g.,
physical activity, prevalence of obesity) in reaction to selected zoning regulations. In contrast, a
concept map is still a model of the problem but cannot compute values in reaction to hypothet-
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ical scenarios. The 2010 review by Levy et al. introduced the use of modeling to the obesity
community and focused on its potential contribution to policy [105]. Two additional reviews were
produced in 2015. The review by Shoham et al. focused on modeling social norms [166], since
many models have been devoted to capturing peer effects on weight dynamics following the work
of Christakis and Fowler [19]. While the review by Nianogo and Onyebuchi was interested in noncommunicable diseases more generally, it devoted a significant portion to models for obesity [125].
All three reviews catered to a health audience. The rationale for our review differs from the past
three reviews due to our focus on the technical quality of the models. Our review seeks to address
the following three specific questions:
1. Are current models developed adequately from a simulation viewpoint and given the specific
needs of obesity modeling?
2. Are we improving the quality of models, with recent ones satisfying more needs than older
ones?
3. Is there sufficient cross-pollination of ideas in the field to ensure that best practices are shared
and re-used?
While other reviews continue to be published, we note that they still focus on creating policyrelevant models [107], in contrast with our unique positioning in examining models with respect
to technical soundness. Our main contribution is thus to provide the first technical assessment
of simulation models in obesity. This assessment can be used to build the foundations for the
next generation of models, thus improving the quality of the evidence base for policies regarding
obesity.
The chapter is organized as follows. We start by explaining how articles were selected and examined in section 3.2. In particular, we define and state how we assessed whether each model dealt
with our selected standard simulation questions (e.g., calibration, validation) and obesity-specific
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needs (e.g., heterogeneity). Then in Section 3.3, we provide the results of our assessment across
articles as well as over time (to check whether there is a change in model quality). Section 3.4
is discussion, which starts by examining the importance of each selected feature for the quality
of a simulation model. This contextualizes our findings, as knowing the importance of a feature
tells us about the consequences for not including it in a model. Finally, in Section 3.5, we offer a
brief conclusion on the importance of developing methodologically sound models and supporting
cross-pollination of modeling practices going forward.

3.2

3.2.1

Methods

Overview

In this section, we start by explaining how our dataset of articles was obtained and detail the
application of our exclusion criteria. Then, we summarize how three types of data were extracted
from the articles. We first categorized models based on aspects such as the stated purpose of the
model and the intervention level at which their policies operate. We note that categories are neither
right or wrong, but simply state the type of model. Then we define and apply criteria for simulation
models, both in general as well as for agent-based models specifically.

3.2.2

Selection and Management of Articles

Our corpus consists of articles reporting the development of simulation models for obesity. We
assembled the corpus by first extracting articles about the models discussed in the three previous
reviews [105, 125, 166]. These three reviews on health models and noncommunicable diseases
were selected due to being the only three of their kind at the time of the study. We used these three
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reviews as a start and expanded using snowball sampling to update the evidence base used in these
reviews. Intuitively, we found all papers that cite the initial reviews and then papers that cite those
papers to a certain distance. Figure 3.1 illustrates the connections between models in snowball
sampling.
Snowball sampling is not a probabilistic method; that is, it does not recruit a random sample) [158]. We use it to expand on the three previous reviews, which used a variety of search
strategies as shown in Table 3.1. That is, we build on the rigor and exhaustive approach of these
reviews and update them using snowball sampling. After performing the snowball sampling up to
distance 3, we applied our exclusion criteria (Table 3.2) which resulted in narrowing the sample of
articles from n=60 to n=33 (Figure 3.2).
We found 20 articles that either focused on other chronic diseases, did not provide models for
public health (e.g.,, [72]), or did not qualify as simulation models per the criteria used here. For
example, statistical methods composed of regressions were removed [42, 189]. We note that the
models preserved may have involved non-simulation techniques such as regressions (e.g., to provide initial data to an agent-based model or analyze its output [199]), but the model itself had to
be a simulation model. There were three articles removed which did not provide models themselves but rather guidelines about modeling [92, 95, 172]. For example, the article by Karanfil et
al. proposed a paradigm to build policy-relevant models of obesity by integrating aggregate and
individual techniques [92]. Finally, we removed four articles that applied a quantitative individual technique (network modeling) but performed data mining rather than building a simulation
model [26, 47, 48, 103]. For example, Leahey et al. collected the network of participants undergoing obesity treatment and searched for associations [103] between network features (i.e., weight
status of peers, level of obesogenic influence among peers) and individual data (e.g., weight loss,
baseline weight). In line with reporting guidelines for PRISMA-P 2015 [119], we also note that
only articles written in English were considered, although none was excluded for language reasons.
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Figure 3.1: Types of articles selected and relation with the original 3 reviews. Each node within
the black ring are the original reviews (distance 0). The nodes obtained a level up show samples
taken at distance 1, which means they cite the original reviews.
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Table 3.1: Selection Criteria of the Original Reviews.
Ref. Criteria
[166] Models from several teams of the National Collaborative Childhood Obesity Research Envision network, including statistical,
social network, agent-based, and system dynamics.
[105] Models focusing on health and economic consequences of obesity, future rates of obesity by historical trends, models relating
dietary and physical activity to obesity, and models of specific
interventions and policies.
[125] Models published in the English language between January 2003
and July 2014. Only selected freely available studies of actual
applications (not illustrations) of Agent Based Model for public
health programs. Used the following sets of keywords:
• Agent-based model, agent-based modeling or individualbased modeling.
• Noncommunicable diseases, noninfectious diseases, nontransmissible diseases, or chronic diseases.
• Heart disease, diabetes, stroke, cancer, chronic respiratory
disease, or neurodegenerative diseases.
• Unhealthy diet, physical activity, exercise, smoking, alcohol, hyperlipidemia, high cholesterol, high triglyceride,
overweight, of obesity.

The exclusion criteria were applied by three independent reviewers after completion of graduate training in simulation methods (EAL, ATS, NAH). When disagreement between reviewers
occurred, the final decision was made by a supervisory expert in simulation models of obesity
(PJG). All extracted data was stored as Excel spreadsheets, available as supplementary material.

3.2.3 Model Characterization

We broadly characterized each article using up to five items:
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Table 3.2: Our Selection Criteria to Expand on the Original Reviews.
Selection
step
1

2

Substep Actions
The technique of snowball sampling (Figure
1.1), is applied up to distance three from originally cited papers.
The sample is reduced by applying exclusion
criteria in three consecutive steps. We removed:
Articles which either focused on other chronic
diseases, did not provide a model usable for
public health (e.g.,, physiology only), or did not
qualify as dynamic simulation model.
Articles that did not provide a model but a
framework.
Articles that used a quantitative individual technique to perform data mining rather than run a
simulation.

i

ii
iii

Figure 3.2: Flow Chart of Search.
• The modeling technique used
• Whether the quantitative model was individual or aggregate
• Whether the objective of the model was to be descriptive and/or predictive
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• For predictive models, whether they were designed for intervention and/or prevention
• For preventive models, whether they were designed for primary and/or secondary prevention
A same article may be viewed as using different techniques. For example, one can build an agentbased model in which there is no physical space but only interactions between agents, which
closely resembles a network model. Alternatively, one could claim to have developed a network
model, but if the only topology studied is a grid, then this is de facto equivalent to a cellular automaton. We thus categorized articles not only based on the reported modeling technique but also
on the clearer distinction between aggregate techniques versus individual level techniques. The
article was categorized based on the purpose of its model as either predictive or descriptive (which
can also be called prospective and retrospective, respectively [75]) based on the primary goal of
the simulation. A descriptive model’s goal is to assess the importance of different factors. For
instance, a descriptive model built on an already-implemented policy can help with its evaluation,
such as finding what may have caused a failure or success [75]. This is illustrated by the model
used in [27], which observes the impact of weight on making new connections among youths.
In contrast, predictive models run simulations to observe changes in the long run in reaction
to “what-if” questions (e.g., What would happen to obesity if certain taxes on soda were implemented? or zoning regulations on fast-food outlets?). When the model has predictive abilities, we
further assess its target level of intervention and/or prevention. Intervention occurs at either the
population or individual level. Intervention at the individual level is observing changes based off
of individual modification, such as an individual altering one’s friendship network. Populationlevel intervention methods would be changes in policy or similar cases where the entire population
is equally affected. Prevention levels are similarly categorized into primary and secondary.1 As
summarized by Hoelscher et al., “Primary prevention is defined as a public health effort targeting
1

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) provides comprehensive examples of primary prevention
strategies, such as increasing the consumption of fruits and vegetables in the population. Secondary prevention can
correct departures from a state of normal weight via various interventions, of which many examples can be found in
the literature on childhood obesity.
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the entire population to prevent the development (incidence) of, or to decrease, the prevalence
of obesity. In contrast, secondary prevention focuses on weight reduction among overweight and
obese [individuals] to prevent long-term disease progression and development of comorbidities”
(emphasis added) [83].

3.2.4

General Quality Assessment

The field of obesity is united by the problem and approaches it with a large variety of methods. There is currently no technical guidance for simulation models supporting public policies
regarding obesity. Technical improvements of models for tobacco regulations are sometimes used
as a proxy to inform models for obesity since the two fields share numerous features (e.g., policy
resistance, heterogeneity of individuals) [75]. Consequently, we created a list of nine items drawn
from classical items from simulation methods (e.g., calibration, validation, sensitivity analysis,
replicability) and items specific to modeling obesity (e.g., inclusion of heterogeneity and social
interactions). Note that being “specific to obesity” does not mean that these items uniquely apply
to obesity, as they may be of use for other complex problems such as smoking. Rather, it is to say
that when modeling obesity (and not just any complex problem), these aspects are known to be
relevant.
Each aspect is briefly explained in turn while its significance is detailed in the discussion. Note
that for brevity’s sake, we explain our items in seven categories, but two of them were assessed
independently (calibration and validation, sensitivity and uncertainty analysis) thus making nine
items. Also note that since each modeling technique uses different terminology for the representation of a single element in the model, we refer to them all as entities (e.g., nodes in a network
model, agents in an agent-based model, cells in a cellular automaton).
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Time Frame. The time frame is defined as the length of simulated time by a (dynamic simulation) model. While some models such as SDs give easy-to-recognize time frames (i.e., in weeks
or years), other models such as ABMs measure in ticks (i.e., discrete time steps) that can be converted into physical time. This feature was assessed by examining for how long a model was run
by authors and whether authors provided a reason for that length of time.
Social Interactions. We describe social interactions as a connection between entities in a
simulation model and their ability to influence each other. This is exemplified by Bahr et al. [9] in
which a network model connects the individual entities and their influence on their neighbors. We
evaluated this feature by looking at each model to see whether the obesity of an entity is impacted
by its neighbors. The importance of this factor is well known in obesity [11, 82]. Further, the
highly cited work of Christakis and Fowler has drawn attention to the links between a person’s
social network and body mass [19].
Heterogeneity. The complexity of obesity has been well acknowledged [31, 40]. A hallmark of
complexity is the presence of heterogeneity, that is, the tremendous variations found among people.
The effect of heterogeneity has been measured as high for weight-related factors [29], and such
differences among individuals can lead to very different levels and trends of obesity [127] even
when differences are very small [153]. Heterogeneity was observed by checking model parameters
and whether they accounted for variations across individuals rather than using a single value.
Multiple Datasets. To have multiple datasets is to have data gathered for the simulation model
from different sources. This was satisfied when authors combined multiple sources in creating a
model. Multiple sources do not include using one data source but with multiple time points (i.e.,,
one longitudinal dataset was not counted as consisting of several datasets).
Calibration and Validation. A model in general should perform both data calibration and
validation. Calibration is the process by which adjustments are made to the model parameters
within the margins of uncertainty to obtain a representation of the phenomena in question [46, 73].
Validation is defined as “the process of ensuring that the model is sufficiently accurate for the
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purpose at hand” [155]. To examine this in models, we first searched for the presence of common
calibration and validation techniques (i.e., trends or partial time series). If neither of those were
found, then we searched for any mention of calibration or validation.
Sensitivity and Uncertainty Analysis. Sensitivity and uncertainty analysis of a model is defined by how a change in parameters will affect the outcome of a model, which affects how much
trust is given to the simulated outcomes [16, 162]. Specifically sensitivity analysis refers to methods used to assess how sensitive (e.g., in terms of variance) the outputs are to changes in the inputs [154, 162]. This was assessed as we did for calibration and validation. We first looked to see
if the more common methods of analysis were used (e.g., single parameter, regression, factorial).
If none of those were used, we searched for the use of any method to perform the analysis.
Replicability (or reproducibility). A study is not replicable when researchers either (i) cannot
(re)create the simulation model or (ii) are not able to reach the same conclusion (e.g., because they
do not have access to the data used to run the model) [154]. Conversely, a study is replicable when
an independent researcher can create the same model and obtain the same results as the authors
of the study. We examined (i) whether or not a model was fully defined so it could be re-created
(e.g.,, using formal definitions, pseudo-code, equations, or publicly accessible source code) and
(ii) whether the data set could be publicly accessed.

3.2.5

Additional Quality Assessment for Agent-Based Models

In addition to the nine general items detailed in the previous section, we include two items
that are only applicable to agent-based models (which represent about half of the total studies).
The nine general items were drawn from both simulation methods and obesity research. Similarly,
the two items used here draw from both. The first item checks whether an ABM is built using
individual-level data, which is important for model quality from a simulation perspective. The
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second item examines whether the ABM explicitly captured the physical space in which individuals
exist.
Individual-Level Data. ABMs explicitly represent each individual in the target population.
These virtual individuals (i.e.,, agents) have attributes that can distinguish them from each other [125].
If their attributes are independently drawn from some distributions, then it ignores the important
correlations between the distributions (e.g.,, when assigning height independently of weight). To
capture these correlations, models can draw from individual-level datasets, in which all parameters
of the ABM take values together for a given individual. Note that this is different from assessing
heterogeneity, which asks whether differences are modeled; here we assess the quality of the data
used to model these differences.
Spatial Awareness. For a model to have spatial awareness it needs to account for the geography (i.e., physical area) around an agent. We evaluated this in models by searching for mention
of the environment in which the agent lived and its impact on the agent. Geography plays an important role in obesity, particularly when it comes to inequalities regarding drivers of weight. For
a comprehensive treatment of the topic, we refer the reader to the edited volume, Geographies of
Obesity: Environmental Understandings of the Obesity Epidemic [146].

3.3

Results

The previous section detailed the items that would be asked of all articles, as well as the specific two that could be asked for ABMs specifically. A detailed application of these items to three
selected publications is provided on a public online repository at https://osf.io/n6pja/.
In this section, we start by reporting the results across the dataset. For example, this shows the
percentage of articles that include heterogeneity or not. Then, we examine the number of articles
and the number of items that they did not include (e.g.,, no time frame justification, no heterogene-
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ity, no validation). In particular, we explore whether the numbers of items not included changes
over time, which would indicate a difference in quality between more recent models and earlier
versions. Finally, we investigate citation patterns to understand whether sufficient mixing exists
in the field to promote the use of better techniques. The data displayed in all three subsections is
provided as online supplementary materials.

3.3.1

Assessment across articles

Our results are presented in Table 3.4, with the underlying data accessible as online supplementary material (https://osf.io/n6pja/). In terms of model categorization, models were
almost evenly split as descriptive or predictive. The interventions suggested were generally at least
the population level, though many targeted both individuals and populations. A few models used
only individual-level interventions [73, 185, 200]. The prevention level used was always at least
primary. Many models experimented with policies that promoted healthy eating norms throughout
the population, which affects both obese and non-obese individuals (i.e., primary and secondary
interventions). There were no models that used only secondary-level interventions, though the
model by El-Sayed et al. [37] experimented with using primary and secondary interventions independently of each other. The time range was similarly split between short and long term, with
slightly fewer models in the intermediate range between five and ten years [76, 165].
In terms of quality assessment, a ‘No’ in Table 3.4 means that nothing was done in this item,
while the remaining part either states that it was done (‘Yes’) or details the manner in which it was
performed. For example, we see two-thirds of articles did not justify their time frame, and those
that did tended to use simulation methods. The items least frequently attempted are the justification
of a time frame, making a simulation replicable, and performing sensitivity analysis. These items
were not attempted in half or more of the dataset. On the positive side, the items most frequently
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attempted include an informal description of the model, calibration, and validation. We note that
the quality with which calibration and validation was done is still limited, as models mostly rely
on comparing trends rather than fitting with real-world time series data. Similarly, we note that
even if only half of the models performed sensitivity analysis, this was most often done by varying
a single parameter at a time, which is statistically inefficient and does not account for interactions,
so conclusions may be incorrect [88]. Results on the quality assessments specific to ABMs are
mixed. Most ABMs had access to individual data, but most ignored spatial components and thus
limited agents to social interactions similarly to a network model.

3.3.2 Items not Attempted and Temporal Trends

We now focus on the number of items that were not attempted, which expresses the worst
case. The data presented here is accessible as online supplementary material (https://osf.
io/n6pja/). In Figure 3.3, the x-axis shows the number of items not attempted. We note that 0
is missing (as not a single article fulfilled all of the items).
From the cumulative distribution in Figure 3.3-a, we observe over half of the dataset did not
address four or more items. We see a linear increase in the number of articles as the number of
items rises from 1 to 6, which reflects that the number of articles was almost uniform across these
items (Figure 3.3-b). We notice a sharp drop from 7 onward, with only four more articles out of
which three were earlier models. This raised the question as to whether there was a statistically
significant improvement of models between early and more recent ones.
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Table 3.3: Aggregate Results
Main Category

Sub-category
Time Frame
Justification
Social Interactions
Heterogeneity
Multiple Datasets
Model Calibration

Model Validation
General quality
assessment
Sensitivity Analysis

Uncertainty Analysis
Replicability:
description
Replicability:
Source code
Replicability: Dataset

Model-specific
quality
assessment

Agent Based Model:
Individual Level
Data
Agent Based Model:
Spatial Awareness

Value
Simulation Method
Policy Agenda
None
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Trend
Partial Time Series
None
Trend
Partial Time Series
None
Regression
Fractional Factorial Design
Full Factorial Design
Single Parameter
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Formal Description
No
Yes
No
N/A
Yes
No
N/A
Yes
No
N/A

Prevalence (%)
24.24
9.09
66.66
69.70
30.30
66.67
33.33
63.64
36.36
51.52
30.30
18.18
57.58
18.18
24.25
6.06
6.06
6.06
30.30
51.52
57.58
42.42
81.82
18.18
9.09
33.33
57.58
69.70
24.24
6.06
36.36
12.12
51.52
15.15
48.48
36.36
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Table 3.4: Aggregate Results Continued
Main Category

Model
Characteristics

Sub-category

Value
SD
ABM
Type
Network
Cellular
tomata
SABM
Predictive
Purpose
Descriptive
Predictive
Descriptive
Population
Individual
Predictive Model:Intervention Level
Population
Individual
N/A
Primary
Secondary
Predictive Model:Prevention Level
Primary and
ondary
N/A

Au-

Prevalence (%)
36.36
48.48
6.06
3.03

and

6.06
54.54
42.42
3.03

and

42.42
9.09
9.09

Sec-

39.39
27.27
0.00
24.24
48.48

Figure 3.3-b further subdivides the articles between those published before the median date
(February 2014) or after. We conducted a two-way ANOVA using R version 3.3.1 to test if there
was a significance between the year a study was conducted and the number of items not attempted.
The data was split into two subsets, corresponding to being published prior to February 2014
(Figure 3.3-b, orange) or after (Figure 3.3-b, blue). We found there was no significant connection
between the year of the study and the amount of items not attempted, P > .638 and P > .87.

3.3.3 Citation Patterns

Having established that there was no technical improvement between earlier and more recent
models, we explored whether this could be due to the field being insufficiently aware of the tech-
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Figure 3.3: Cumulative distribution of the number of articles (y-axis) and number of items not
attempted (x-axis). A histogram of the same dataset is further divided to show articles published
either before or after the median of February 2014 (a).

Figure 3.4: Citation network. Individual-level models in rose, aggregate models in green, and the
original three reviews in black.
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nical rigor displayed in some models. We thus construct a citation network in which each node
corresponds to an article (including the original three reviews) and a directed edge from node a to b
shows that a cited b. The network is shown in Figure 3.4 and is accessible as online supplementary
material (https://osf.io/n6pja/).
The main two types of models were agent-based models (ABM) and system dynamics (SD).
Network analysis showed that articles of either type tended to cite articles of the same type. About
75% of ABM papers cited at least one other ABM paper but only 56.2% cited at least one nonABM paper. The difference was particularly pronounced for SD papers: 76.9% of SD papers cited
at least one other SD paper but only 23.1% of SD papers cited at least one non-SD paper. When
simplifying the type of model to aggregate (e.g.,, SD) or individual (e.g.,, ABM), we found that,
on average, 95.83% of individual models shared the same technique as a neighboring node, while
88.69% of aggregate models shared the same technique as neighboring models. Alternatively, this
says that individual models only made 4.13% of citations to aggregate models, while aggregate
models made 11.23% of their citations to individual models.
Figure 3.4 suggests two groups of SD models (top right and bottom right). We further explored
this possibility using community detection algorithms, as implemented in Gephi version 0.9.1.
The modularity class model confirmed that there are two groups of SD papers, though both groups
predominantly cite other SD papers.

3.4

Discussion

The growing use of simulation models in public health as it relates to obesity has resulted in
dozens of models built on different techniques without guidelines or systematic methodological
evaluation. This paper seeks to review past models of obesity based on their technical merit and,
from this, to suggest priorities for the design of models going forward such that they can con-
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tribute deeper insight into effective public health policies. We examined a total of n=33 articles
obtained from the original three reviews as well as a snowball sample to capture additional models.
One-third of the articles were aggregate models (using system dynamics) while the remaining twothirds were individual-level models (using mostly agent-based modeling but also cellular automata
or network models). For each model, we recorded its type and purpose, and examined nine items
based on best practices in simulation models as well as requirements specific to obesity. Two additional items were included for agent-based models only. To contextualize the impact of meeting
some items or not, the next subsection details why these items are needed in light of research on
either simulation or obesity. Then we examine the answer to each of our three research questions
and conclude on the limitations of the study.

3.4.1

Impact of Selected Criteria on Model Quality

In the methods section we defined the important features, how we evaluated them within each
model and the importance of the feature in terms of obesity. Here we discuss the effects of these
features on simulation.
Time Frame. In simulation models the time frame must be considered for either the realworld effectiveness in case of policy, for instance, or by statistical methods to best make the model
most accurate. First, if a model is focusing on policies, then the policies studied in the model
have to be designed, implemented, and evaluated in the real world. The expected duration within
which to evaluate policy performance [34] should be reflected by a model. For example, in British
Columbia, general elections are held every four years and shape the political agenda; consequently,
a model aiming at informing policymakers may need to provide results within four years rather
than within decades [183]. Second, finding the appropriate time frame is a well-studied problem
in the area of simulation [102], and statistical methods have been devised to select the run length,
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such as the marginal standard error rule (MSER) or the MSER-5 [190, 191]. In other words,
there are systematic methods to assess for how long a model needs to run. By not following these
methods, results may report a (misleading) transient output, and erroneous inferences may be made
regarding the potential long-term benefits of the virtual intervention. This is particularly important
in the context of obesity, as the search for effective long-term weight management interventions is
ongoing [78].
Social Interactions. Links between a person’s social network and body mass have been the
subject of debates on both the methodology and causation; for example, the correlation between
one’s weight and the weight of peers can also be due to selecting friends of similar body types [27].
Nonetheless, a review has confirmed that social influence plays an important role in weight dynamics, for example, by influencing social norms [74]. In a policy context, it is thus recommended to
take into account social interactions. They can be included in individual-level models, by taking into account the explicit interactions between specific pairs of individuals, and can also be
accounted for in aggregate models [166].
Heterogeneity. The danger of ignoring heterogeneity by focusing on “one size fits it all” interventions has long been met with criticism from practitioners who observed that success would then
only occur when a person happens to meet the average profile assumed for the intervention [39, 77].
Consequently, any obesity model must take care to appropriately model heterogeneity in the population as it pertains to the objective of the model [186].
Multiple Datasets. Reliable data is key while modeling; while one (sufficiently comprehensive) dataset may meet the needs of a model, there are several reasons to have multiple datasets.
First, it is important for consistency. The Bradford Hill criteria defines consistency as the ability to observe consistent findings with different samples. For example, one would be able to know
whether the conclusion of a simulation holds for different population samples or are highly specific
to (possibly unknown) features of the population used in a specific sample. Second, and related
to consistency, multiple datasets contribute to creating accurate models. In data mining, training
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using data from a multitude of compatible sources causes a significant improvement of classification accuracy [163]. Furthermore, taking data from multiple yet similar data sources can aid
in mitigating the bias from any of the individual data sources [86]. Thus making use of multiple
similar data sources will increase the generalizability and accuracy of a model as well as lessen the
bias that occurs within individual data sources.
Calibration and Validation. If the model is predictive, the data used to initialize the model
should continue on from a short time before the end of the observed data. This allows for a
warmup time of the model against real-world observations of what is being modeled [174]. That
is, to start the model within the time of your observed data, and if the outcomes of the model in
this warmup period match the observed data, then the model can be allowed to predict further into
the future based off these initial conditions [178]. This process is known as data assimilation, and
while much more highly used in geosciences, its application is still highly relevant to that of any
predictive model application. Whether the model is descriptive or predictive, data should be used
so that the model is functioning in the correct and meaningful way.
Sensitivity and Uncertainty Analysis. The reality of modeling and simulation is that models are often used as authoritative evidence, and overconfidence in their results is a very real and
common problem [155]. It is thus important to convey to possible users (such as policymakers)
how parameters may affect a policy’s outcome and the extent to which we can trust the simulated
outcomes. The routine should thus start by assessing the possible sources of uncertainty for a
model [16, 162]. This assessment can take various forms, including structural, parameter, stochastic, and data uncertainty [16, 17]. When any of these uncertainty sources appear in a model, they
should be assessed as it pertains to the modeling objective, including implications of that uncertainty on the results and any means by which the uncertainty was addressed in the model. While
the primary purpose of uncertain analysis is to help determine the overall level of confidence one
can have in the results, it can also be used to determine the importance of collecting additional
information when a decision is being made [16]. Some modeling work has made a contribution to
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obesity research in this regard by highlighting what data should be obtained before sufficiently accurate simulation models can be made [45].Performing sensitivity analysis has numerous benefits,
including [134] ensuring the robustness of the model (or identifying inputs that are not robust),
increased understanding of the model structure, and finding potential errors in the relationship between input and output variables. In sum, a model that lacks uncertainty and/or sensitivity analysis
necessitates low confidence in the conclusions due to a lack of confidence evaluation on the part of
the study’s author(s).
Replicability is especially important when surprising or contradictory results occur and for
important studies. The issue of replicability has been neglected for some time now by the scientific
community at large, and researchers have warned of a looming replication crisis in many different
fields, with many scientists being unable to reproduce the results of other research and often even
their own [10]. The importance of replicability is illustrated in the National Institutes of Health’s
(NIH) FY2016-2020 Strategic Plan. In the context of modeling and simulation, efforts should
be made to achieve as much technical transparency as possible while still respecting intellectual
property rights [188]. We note that replicability is a continuum rather than a binary. A model
can most easily be re-created when its source code in a commonly used language is hosted on a
public repository. There are risks to reproducibility when the source code is instead hosted on a
person’s website, as it may not be available in the future. When the source code is not available,
researchers may be able to write it if there is a sufficient description of the model’s structure. A
‘sufficient’ description is also a continuum, ranging from using standard protocols (such as the
ODD protocol [70]) to providing ad-hoc/incomplete descriptions.
Individual-Level Data. Several problems occur when using individual-level models without
individual-level data. First, a distribution would have to be assumed for each attribute. This can be
unrealistic, for example when assuming normally distributed values when they may not be. Second,
even when the right distributions are found for each attribute in isolation, we note that attributes can
be highly correlated [51]. For example, an agent’s food intake level is closely related to the agent’s
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level of exercise. A study by Hall et al. suggested that a small average daily difference between
the two would be enough to explain the observed average weight gain in the population [72].
By ignoring this dependency, a model could create a population whose dynamics at baseline are
already erroneous.2 In sum, an ABM should be able to initialize its agents from sufficient data
to represent the diversity found in the real world. Not being able to do so can create unrealistic
populations, thus making an ABM invalid for use.
Spatial Awareness. There is a spatial element to both food and physical activity. For example, the prices of both healthy and unhealthy foods were found to differ between areas with high
poverty rates and more affluent areas [12]. In particular, the ratio between the price of healthy and
unhealthy foods can create a significant obstacle to making the healthy choice the easy choice [31].
The large variations in the food environment observed in some regions have even prompted the specific ABMs [6]. Similarly, there is spatial variation in physical activity and its enablers (i.e.,, aspects of the built environment required to perform physical activity), which was investigated in over
five articles using ABM by Yong Yang and colleagues (for the most recent reference see [196]). In
conclusion, the space plays an important role in obesity and numerous models have demonstrated
that it can (and should) be captured in an ABM.

3.4.2

Question 1: Are Current Models Developed Adequately?

Three main technical issues were found across all types of models. First, there were insufficient
statistical analyses; nearly half of the models had no sensitivity analysis or uncertainty analysis.
These analyses are normally routine modeling practices. They are also particularly important from
2

We acknowledge that policy models could use multivariate distributions to capture correlated distributions [100].
Since each distribution can have a very different form (e.g., socio-economic status can be a power law while weight
follows a normal), few multivariate distributions are flexible enough for this purpose (e.g., the Johnson system [28])
and they can be difficult to fit to the data [41]. This difficulty may explain why, in the absence of individual-level data,
simulation models of obesity resort to including very few (if any) correlations.
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a policy standpoint, as policymakers may ask about the extent to which results can be trusted
and may vary the parameters used by a model (e.g., for adaptation to a local context) without
being aware of the outcome’s sensitivity to these parameters. We also note that, when sensitivity
analysis was performed, it was most often done by varying a single parameter at a time. This
is well established as statistically inefficient (i.e., not enough information is gathered about the
model’s response proportionally to the number of variations to make), and the fact that it ignores
interactions may result in erroneous conclusions [88]. Thiele and colleagues summarized previous
research by stating that modelers in some fields
are amateurs with regard to computer science and the concepts and techniques of experimental design. They often lack training in [...] sensitivity analysis and for implementing and actually using these methods. Certainly, comprehensive monographs on
these methods exist, but they tend to be dense and therefore not easily accessible. [173]
Our findings suggest that this is also the situation for modeling public policies in obesity. We
thus agree with previous research that popular software tools should facilitate sensitivity analysis,
for example by providing access through extensive statistical packages [1, 173]. However, adding
packages will only make a difference if modelers use them. The former Institute on Systems Science and Health (ISSH) played an important role in introducing the main tools (system dynamics,
agent-based modeling and network models) to those interested in using them for public health. The
fact that many of the characteristics found in the models are at the level of introductory modeling
courses [58] suggests a need for advanced institutes or workshops, building on the curriculum
introduced by the ISSH that has become more mainstream and emphasizing statistical rigor.
Second, there frequently was insufficient data. This can be viewed in different items. Nearly
40% of the reviewed models did not use multiple datasets, thus limiting the ability to make consistent and accurate findings. When models did engage in calibration or validation, they mostly did
so by looking at trends or comparing with partial time series.
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In other words, modelers considered their model “correct” (either when calibrated or validated)
based on the trajectory of the output or matching a few data points (e.g., when the change in obesity
in the model from one year to the next was in line with datasets [49]). There were no reviewed
models that performed either calibration or validation against a complete time series. We also
observed that not all of the individual-level models actually used individual-level data. In sum,
this points to the importance of obtaining more fine-grained data. Given the current data-heavy
state of the world, this can be addressed. The main barrier may no longer be the nonexistence
of data but rather our ability to find it, which should not be neglected given the multiplicity of
repositories or the tendency of modeling papers to cite little outside of their group. Indeed, we
see the same datasets often being used by the same groups of authors, for example through the the
Health Survey for England (HSE) data [25, 198], or the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent
to Adult Health (Add Health) data [175, 201]. Only the National Health and Nutrition Examination
Survey (NHANES) data has so far been used by a larger variety of groups [43, 84, 152]. This
suggests that there needs to be greater guidance about which datasets are the most robust for typical
weight-related factors. Finally, while most of the reviewed models were specified through informal
descriptions or equations, only a handful provided source code [9, 175]. Improved transparency is
important to support replication efforts.

3.4.3 Question 2: Are we Improving the Quality of Models?

We did not find a statistically significant difference between the year a study was conducted
and the number of items that were not met. Therefore, we conclude that newer models are not
better than earlier ones in addressing all necessary aspects. However, some aspects may still have
been better addressed (e.g., as many models are validated, but they may be validated using better
techniques than before). As we performed a worst-case analysis, our conclusion is only at the level
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of items (e.g., do newer models justify their time frame more than before?) rather than within
items.

3.4.4

Question 3: Are Best Practices Shared and Re-Used?

Overall, we found very little re-use of existing models, outside of groups adapting their model
to different contexts. There was very limited cross-pollination between modeling techniques of
different types, even when our nine general assessment items could be applied across techniques.
As modelers often specialize in individual or aggregate techniques, we expected that models of
one type also frequently cite models of the same type. However, we found that it was not the
case for articles in the aggregate techniques (all of which used system dynamics in our sample).
Even though the articles focused on policy models for obesity and used the same technique, there
appears to be two groups at work with limited interactions as seen through the citation networks.
The limited re-use may be due by a combination of factors involving a lack of awareness of
previous models and not being able to access their code. We also find it preoccupying that the
source code was never provided on repositories (e.g., the Open Science Framework or GitHub)
and that authors rely on hosting code on webpages that may no longer exist in the future. This
points to the need for more systematic efforts in using established repositories and disseminating
models to promote re-use.

3.4.5

Limitations

There were several limitations to this study. As the field of modeling for public health in
obesity is highly dynamic, several new articles are routinely released. Our data collection includes
articles published up to the first half of 2016. Other articles have been published since. For
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example, in September 2016, Li et al. released two new agent-based models supporting public
health interventions and policies for improving dietary behaviors and preventing obesity [106].
The forthcoming 2017 Routledge Handbook of Applied System Science will also include an agentbased model, but with a focus on transforming the space to support physical activity [108]. As
part of our review, we examined whether the quality of models was improving as time goes on.
We found no statistically significant difference in earlier models compared to their more recent
counterparts. Consequently, we do not expect the latest 2016 models to differ noticeably. However,
we think that the field would benefit from conducting a regular technical assessment of models,
particularly after our recommendations aforementioned may have had an effect.
Another limitation was in the criteria that we chose. While many more criteria could have been
proposed, we focused on what is commonly agreed to be important for the complexity of obesity
or a good practice from a simulation standpoint. As the field matures, more ambitious criteria
may be added. In particular, we saw few attempts in the models to capture the intergenerational
effects of obesity, whether physiologically or by household environment. In fact, several models
do not include birth and death and instead have “endless” individuals. Similarly, when birth and
death are captured, it may be a random arrival process in a model that does not keep track of a
lineage. A notable exception is the study by Thomas et al., who looked at how population BMI
distributions changed over the course of multiple decades. By including birth, they were able
to model individuals growing up with obese parents and thus more susceptible to obesity [174].
Additionally, the study found that the model needed to incorporate natural deaths so that persons
did not pool into higher BMI indices but that instead the model more naturally showed the real
progression of the population from different BMI states [174]. Future assessments may thus ask
not only whether the model captures social interactions but also which social structures are taken
into account.
Similarly to the inclusion of intergenerational effects being scarce, current models do very
little in conveying their runtime. That is, even if models can be highly complex, they generally
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do not state their algorithmic complexity or the time it takes to run them on specific computer
architectures. This can create unexpected challenges for replicability, as one may have access to
even the source code of a model but not to the computational power necessary to run it. While
this risk is limited given that modelers often rely on software such as AnyLogic, the need for more
computational power should be assessed as the field matures.

3.5

Conclusions

Obesity is an important and complex societal problem. A growing number of models are developed to support the identification and evaluation of potential solutions. However, we found that
these models suffer from several technical shortcomings, including insufficient statistical analyses,
a lack of data, and an insufficient use of repositories to disseminate and re-use models. We suggested several ways to address these barriers, and we recommend that technical assessments be
regularly conducted with extended criteria as the field matures.

CHAPTER 4
ANALYZING AND SIMPLIFYING MODEL UNCERTAINTY IN FUZZY
COGNITIVE MAPS

In the previous chapter, we discussed guidelines for creating simulation models in public
health. We saw that modelers very rarely considered FCMs when creating the complex models
for public health. FCMs, however, are a prime method for modeling complex problems due to
their ability to cope with uncertainty. In this chapter, we focus on a method to better account for
uncertainty in FCMs and how to reduce that same uncertainty. Furthermore, we introduce our new
open-source Python library for the creation and simulation of FCMs.

This chapter was published in the following peer-reviewed conference article [101]:
• Eric
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Proceedings of the 2017 Winter Simulation Conference.
My contributions consisted of (i) creating and implementing the FCM library for Python; (ii)
completing the factorial design, and (iii) performing all tests on a HPC and singular machines.
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4.1

Introduction

Fuzzy cognitive mapping (FCM) is a modeling method that can represent the “mental model”
of individuals by articulating different factors and the dynamics of their interactions. Intuitively,
an FCM can be seen as a causal network equipped with an inference engine. While FCM dates
back to the late 1980s [97] and has been used in a variety of fields [142], it is increasingly popular
in participatory modeling specifically. Indeed, modern platforms (e.g.,, MentalModeler.com)
now allow individuals to asynchronously and collaboratively develop simulation models by sharing
their knowledge in an accessible and standardized format [55, 63]. This is particularly used in
ecological modeling, where FCMs allow us to synthesize the different perspectives of the many
participating stakeholders [30, 65, 126], and in health where complex problems may require a
large number of experts for each subdomain [49]. While FCMs share broadly similar constructs
with the modeling technique of system dynamics (capturing factors and dynamic interactions, use
in participatory settings), FCMs are specifically designed to handle situations with uncertainty
and vagueness. By building on fuzzy logic, FCMs can be seen as a formal tool to manage the
imprecision found in real-world problems. For example, participants would assess the strength of
a causal link in the FCM using linguistic terms (e.g., very high, medium) that correspond to fuzzy
membership functions. Fuzzy logic would transform their answers into one number for this causal
link, which the inference engine uses when updating factors.
However, in real-world problems, we may not be able to assign only one number to a causal
link. This may be due to conflicting evidence, a lack of agreement between participants, or the
vagueness of what a link may represent. For example, in our FCM of obesity, we found that
experts’ assessments on one-third of the FCM’s links had significant variations [49]. Salmeron
extended the formalism of FCMs into fuzzy grey cognitive maps (FGCMs) by giving a range to
all links rather than one number [159] (Figure 1.4). While this provides a vehicle to represent
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vagueness, it also creates a much larger search space in which to run the model: Which value
should be used for each link in one simulation run? This problem may be avoided altogether by
systematically taking the mid-point of the range [159], but this solution has two issues. First, it
brings us back to a normal FCM, thus defeating the purpose of capturing vagueness as a range to
start with. Second, this simplification may ignore a lot of the search space. That is, the conclusions
made by running the model this way may not be representative of what would have been obtained
by running it with the other values included in each link’s range. While this simplification can thus
lead to erroneous conclusions, the other extreme of running the model for all possible combinations
of values would just be infeasible. In this chapter, we analyze how to simplify an FGCM while
having a minimal impact on limiting the model’s outputs.
Design of experiments (DoE) has long been used in the field of simulation to address questions
of that type [88]. For example, a 2k factorial design would inform modelers about how much of
their model’s variance is due to single parameters or combinations of these parameters. Parameters
that contribute little to the variance (either directly or in combination with others) can then be
simplified by being set to one value. In our case, each link is a parameter, and the goal is to identify
the links whose range can be replaced by a single number. This simplifies the model after careful
analysis, rather than using the same approach for all links regardless of how sensitive they are for
the model. Using the DoE approach requires running a model many times. This is unusual for
FCMs, which are deterministic models and thus only run once. Even when FCMs are used as part
of stochastic simulations (e.g., to represent the mental models of populations), the number of runs
remains small [51]. Consequently, current software packages run FCMs sequentially, which means
that running enough of them for a DoE can be prohibitive timewise. In addition, it is unknown
whether FCMs would lend themselves well to simplifications. In theory, one could design an FCM
where all links contribute equally to variance, thus our simplification after a DoE would be no
better than taking the mid-point of all ranges to start with. This chapter addresses these limitations
as follows:
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• We develop a new, open-source library that runs fuzzy cognitive maps in parallel.
• Using this library, we examine whether DoE techniques can help to simplify three previously
developed fuzzy grey cognitive maps (which extend FCMs with uncertainty on each link).
• The time required to analyze and simplify the models is examined on different configurations
ranging from personal computers to high-performance clusters.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we provide a technical
background on the computations involved in running an FCM, and on the design of experiments.
Then, we explain the design of our solution in Section 4.3. This includes our new library for FCMs,
using it efficiently to perform simulation runs in parallel over various hardware configurations and
analyzing results to simplify the model. Section 4.4 provides an experimental evaluation of our
approach to simplify three published models, ranging from 8 to 25 links. Section 4.5 highlights
some of the limitations of our approach, particularly when it comes to simplifying very large
models. We conclude by summarizing our current achievements in systematically simplifying
small to medium models.

4.2

4.2.1

Background

The Simulation Approach: Fuzzy Cognitive Maps

A fuzzy cognitive map (FCM) models the behavior of a system through three key constructs:
(i) Nodes, representing concepts of the system such as states or entities. Nodes have a weight
in the range [0, 1], indicating the extent to which the concept is present at a simulation step.
(ii) Weighted directed links, representing causal relationships. Their weight is from the range
[-1, 1] where negative weights indicate that increases in the source node cause a decrease in
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the target node. Conversely, positive weights indicate that increases in the source node cause
an increase in the target node.
(iii) An inference function, which updates the value of each node based on the weights of both
the links going into it and the nodes that these links connect to.
Formally, the number of nodes is denoted by n. The weights of the directed links can be represented
as an n × n adjacency matrix A, where Ai,j is the weight of the link from i to j. The value
of each concept at step t of the simulation is represented by Vi (t), i = 1 . . . n. At each step of
the simulation, these values are updated using the standard equation (Equation 1.1), where f is
a clipping function (also known as transfer function) ensuring that the values of nodes remain in
the [0, 1] range. For example, in an ecological model, a node could stand for the density of fish
in a given space, where 0 means no fish and 1 means a maximal density. That value cannot go
beyond 1 since it is maximal, and the density cannot be negative either. The clipping function has
to be monotonic (to preserve the order of nodes’ values) and it is recommended to use a sigmoidal
function when modeling planning scenarios [177]. In this chapter, the function we employ is the
widely used hyperbolic tangent tanh [49, 71, 111].
An FCM does not include the concept of time; its steps do not map to physical time (although
extensions exist to remedy this limitation). Consequently, an FCM does not run for a time period.
Rather, Equation (1.1) is applied until a subset of nodes reaches a stable value. The subset is
determined based on the application context. For example, in our previous FCM for obesity, we
were interested in the long-term trends for obesity and required this one concept to stabilize in
order to stop iterating. Other concepts such as food intake or weight discrimination did not have
to stabilize in order to answer the question: How would the level of obesity change in reaction
to a new intervention? [49]. Formally, consider that a subset S ⊆ V needs to stabilize. Then
the simulation will end when Equation (??) is satisfied, where  is set to a very small positive
value. Simulation packages generally include an additional condition whereby the simulation will
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stop after a set maximum number of steps, in case the condition stated by equation (1.2) is never
met. This additional condition is rarely necessary in practice, as will be illustrated in Section 4.4.
Consequently, an FCM is an asymmetrical network of continuous concepts, of which some are
required to converge to an equilibrium point or limit cycles. For a broader discussion on methods
to improve convergence velocity (e.g.,, particle swarm optimization), we refer the reader to [123,
142].
Since there is no randomness in equations (1.1) and (1.2), an FCM does not need repeated simulation runs. The main simulation packages for FCMs, such as FCM TOOLS or MentalModeler.com
thus do not even mention parallelism [63, 122]. While there has been research on parallelism as it
relates to FCM, it has mostly been on parallel implementations of techniques used to design FCMs
from data (e.g.,, genetic algorithms [170]) rather than on running the FCM itself. Similarly, there
have been extensions of the FCM framework which may then involve parallelism; these typically
propose to design models by combining multiple FCMs either through arbitrary network topologies [51] or via the coordination of a central entity [171]. However, a parallel implementation was
not presented, as the algorithms appear to run sequentially.
FCMs are designed to cope with uncertainty, which contributes to their popularity as a participatory modelling technique [30, 65, 126]. Fuzzy logic is indeed used to compute the weight of
each link based on linguistic variables (e.g., very strong) picked by participants who evaluate its
causal strength. However, participants may not agree or may interpret what the link represents in
different ways. Thus, there can be significant variations between participants’ assessment of causal
strength. In one of our FCMs, significant variations were observed on one-third of the links [49].
To represent these variations and deal with the uncertainty of real-world problems, Salmeron extended the FCMs presented in this section. In particular, he equipped each link with a range as
seen in Figure 1.4. We refer to this extension as fuzzy grey cognitive maps, or FGCMs.
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4.2.2 Factorial Design of Experiments

As explained in the introduction, an FGCM may have uncertainty on too many links. Fixing
the less important ones would thus make the model more tractable. There are several approaches
to assess the importance of different parameters in a simulation model [88]. At one extreme, one
may perform a simple sensitivity analysis that varies one parameter at a time while others are
fixed at typical values. This is statistically inefficient and does not account for interactions. At the
other extreme, one can generate all possible combinations of parameter values, but exhaustively
exploring this search space may be infeasible. A good design of experiment (DoE) thus provides
information about the contribution of parameters and their interactions, in a way that is feasible
given the resource requirements (e.g., computation time). In particular, a 2k factorial design of
experiments reduces the number of levels of each parameter to 2. It is commonly used to determine
the relative importance of parameters in a performance study, and readers can refer to [199, 50] for
examples.
To prepare a 2k factorial design, one creates a table with all possible combinations of parameter
values. Each row defines the setting of a simulation run. The runs are performed, and results are
stored in additional columns. For example, in Table 4.1 we have eight parameters (i.e., links of
an FGCM) so we start with eight columns and 256 rows for all possible combinations. The first
eight rows are shown in Table 4.1. Note that this table shows the first eight combinations out of
28 = 256. Many entries are identical and represented by . . . to avoid displaying redundant information. Simulation results in this example are the values of nodes C1 and C2 upon stabilization
(equation 1.2).

C5 → C1
.8

...

.8

C2 → C1
-.8

...

-.8

.4

...

C6 → C4
.4

-.5

...

C3 → C1
-.5

.4

...

C3 → C2
.4

-.1

...

-.3
-.1

...

C5 → C4
-.3

C4 → C2
-.5
-.5
-.3
-.3
-.5
-.5
-.3
-.3

C6 → C2
.6
.8
.6
.8
.6
.8
.6
.8

Table 4.1: Example of a Factorial Design with Eight Links.
C1
-.9678
-.9744
-.9758
-.9781
-.9698
-.9752
-.9762
-.9783

C2
.6107
.7472
.7822
.8430
.6478
.7662
.7915
.8488
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Once results are generated, we can calculate the effects, i.e., how much of the variance in the
results is due to the parameters and their interactions, i.e., if there are two parameters A and B, we
would calculate the effects from A, B, and AB (2nd order interaction). While using a 2k design
allows us to compute effects up to the k-th order interaction, it is common to stop after the 3rd
order if effects become very small [199, 50]. Several textbooks detail how to calculate effects,
and for an updated coverage we refer to Chapters 6 and 7 from [120]. While we are not aware of
previous work computing effects from a 2k design in parallel, it is important to understand why it
can be done for this chapter, as k can be large. In short, calculating effects involves (i) representing
all parameter values as -1 and 1 (thus using a truth table), (ii) generating additional columns for
interacting effects by multiplying the respective columns (e.g.,, the signs for AB are obtained by
multiplying the columns for A and B), and (iii) multiplying each binary column by results from
the simulation runs and adding them. This third step can intuitively be understood as a weighted
sum, which qualifies as “embarrassingly parallel” since computing a weighted sum can be divided
into independently computing parts of that sum.

4.3

4.3.1

Methods

New Open-Source Library for Fuzzy Cognitive Maps

The code for our library is publicly available on a third-party research repository at https:
//osf.io/qyujt/. The library is written for Python 2 and builds on NetworkX (as data structure for the underlying network of an FCM) and NumPy (to compute the matrix operations of
equation 1.1). Note that the matrix operation from equation (1.1) is already performed in parallel
by NumPy (using the Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines) [179]. Additional parallelism may also
be done at the level of the transfer function (f in equation (1.1)), which consists of ensuring that
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the new values for the concepts are within the [0, 1] interval. We tested whether such parallelism
was useful in our situation by computing the average time to apply the transfer function in parallel
or sequentially, depending on the number of concepts. Results of our benchmarking (Figure 4.2)
suggest that parallel processing is slower than sequential processing (due to associated overheads)
when there are less than 50 concepts, similar up to 100 concepts, and faster after 100 concepts.
As the case studies in this chapter all have less than 50 nodes, we opted for the faster sequential
implementation in our library.

Figure 4.1: General workflow for our approach (top). Each component of the workflow is exemplified using our first case study and assuming a hardware with four cores. When several successive
steps are necessary for a component, they are listed as successive bullet points.
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4.3.2

4.3.2.1

Proposed Process to Simplify Models

Overview

Our proposed process involves five main steps, depicted in Figure 4.1. In short, we open the
file only once, load the FCM, determine how many concepts to stabilize on, and how many links
we need to assess for possible simplification. All combinations of binary link values are then
generated and the corresponding FCMs are run in parallel, with each computing core running an
approximately equal number of FCMs. Rather than aggregating the raw results from each FCM
to calculate the effects, each core calculates the effects based on the FCMs that it ran. That is,
each core generates the truth table with all factors (i.e., individual links and their interactions) and
computes the weighted sums between each factor and each FCM concept to stabilize. The sums
are then gathered across the cores so that we know how much of the overall variance in each FCM
concept is due to each factor, across all simulation runs. Links whose contribution to variance
(either directly or through interactions) is less than a given threshold can be simplified. The next
subsection details how experiments are performed in parallel, and the last subsection explains how
results are computed.

4.3.2.2

Steps 1–3: Distributing and Running Experiments in Parallel

While one FCM may be considered a relatively small model in terms of the number of links
k, using a 2k factorial design means that the search space grows exponentially with k. It is thus
important to efficiently run FCMs in parallel. Our solution defines an FCM in a file listing the
concepts, their initial values, the links (with their two possible values), and the concepts that need
to stabilize. Reading from this file for each of the 2k runs would create a significant I/O bottleneck.
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Figure 4.2: Average and standard deviation of the time to apply a transfer function, either sequentially or in parallel, depending on the number of concepts. The inset shows all number of concepts
from 1 to 100 included. The main figure shows concepts from size 5 to 500 by steps of 5. Each data
point was computed over 500 repeats. The benchmarking script is available at https://osf.io/qyujt/.
This is avoided by reading the file once and then distributing the computations among the c cores
available on the current machine. The FCMs have the same causal structure and initial value for the
nodes: they only differ in the values of their links. Thus, we treat all FCMs as equal1 by dividing
the 2k experiments into c sets and allocating each set to a core.2
To further minimize I/O operations, we do not explicitly send to each core a list of all experiments in its set. Instead, we only send the ID of the starting experiment and how many experiments
are in the set. A core uses these two numbers to iteratively find the combination of parameter (link)
values corresponding to an experiment and generate the next one, until all of them have been performed. To do this, each experiment has an ID (from 0 to 2k − 1 included) that encodes the
1

Some causal values may lead an FCM to converge faster, thus ending a simulation run sooner. However, additional
research would be needed to reliably identify such initial settings and to use that information when distributing the
computations. Benefits may be limited as a single FCM runs within milliseconds as discussed in Section 4.4.
2
We rely on the multiprocessing library for Python, which uses logical cores to take advantage of hyperthreading. For example, a workstation with 20 physical cores running two threads each will be seen as having 40
logical cores.
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combination of parameter values. To obtain these values, the ID is decoded in binary (over k bits),
where the n-th bit specifies whether to use the low (0) or high (1) value for the n-th link. For
example, if we have an FCM with 3 links, we perform 23 = 8 experiments numbered from 0 to 7.
Experiment 3 would be coded as 011 in binary, stating that the first link must be assigned its low
value (0), the second its high value (1), and the third its high value (1).

4.3.2.3

Steps 4 and 5: Analyzing Experimental Results to Simplify the Model

The results of the simulations performed by one core produce a table similar to Table 4.1.
The simplest approach would be to aggregate all these tables and analyze them (i.e., calculate the
effects). However, this would have two significant drawbacks. First, given that we have an exponential time complexity to simulate the combinations of an FCM with k factors, we would also
have an exponential space complexity when attempting to store and aggregate all raw results. Examples are provided at https://osf.io/qyujt/ with the intermediate output files showing
the aggregate tables for k=14 (20Mb file) and k=25 (2.5Gb file). This significant burden on I/O
operations would, in turn, slow down the process. Second, aggregating results in a single table
with 2k rows would mean that one core would then analyze the table, which is inefficient and nonscalable. Our solution avoids both drawbacks: we do not store and combine raw results. Instead,
we use the fact that the analysis can be performed in parallel. That is, the three steps to calculate
effects (Section 2.2) are performed on each core based only on its simulation outputs. Each core
thus produces a partial weighted sum. These sums are then added on one core, which computes
the final results; how much of the variance in each stabilizing FCM concept is produced by each
of the links and their interactions.
Once the variance has been analyzed, we have precisely quantified the importance of each link.
If a link has an almost negligible contribution to the variance, it means that using a high or low
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value for that link has a negligible impact on simulation outputs. Such links can thus be set to
any value within the range (e.g.,, the mid-point), which allows for a careful simplification of the
model. However, defining the boundary as being negligible depends on the simulation setting.
The output of one model may be used to continuously control a sensitive device (e.g.,, medication
dosage) while the output of another informs a binary decision (e.g.,, whether to embark on a given
policy or not). Thus, we employ a user-defined threshold Tvar . A link is simplified if the sum of
its contributions to variance exceeds Tvar for at least one stabilizing concept. For example assume
Tvar = 5% and three links A, B, C with the following contributions: A : 91.8%, B : 3.2%, C : 2%,
AB : 1%, AC : 1%, BC : 0.5%, ABC : 0.5%. The total contributions involving each link
are: A + AB + AC + ABC = 94.3% > Tvar for A, B + AB + BC + ABC = 5.2% > Tvar
for B, and C + AC + BC + ABC = 4 < Tvar for C. In this situation, the link C would be
simplified by setting its value rather than using a range. We note that our approach produces a
very conservative estimate (allowing us to confidently set a link’s value), as it counts contribution
through interactions with the same impact as contributions from the link alone.

4.4

Experimental evaluation

The contributions of this chapter (as stated in Section 4.1) are threefold: proposing a new
method and implementation to simplify models and evaluating it with respect to (i) how much of
a model can be simplified and (ii) how long it takes to perform the computations. The previous
section detailed the method and its implementation, thus this section is devoted to the evaluation.
The case studies for the evaluation are three models (Table 4.2) published from 2012 to 2015. They
were designed for widely different contexts and have from 8 to 25 links. The files specifying each
case study are available at https://osf.io/qyujt/, using the format shown in Figure 4.1
(first step). The two smaller models are also shown in Figure 1.4.
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Table 4.2: Characteristics of the Three Case Studies.
#links

#nodes

8

6

#stabilizing
nodes
1

14

7

2

25

15

1

Description

Reference

Controller for a security system. Concepts include intruder localization accuracy or distance to potential intruder.
Supervises radiation therapy. Concepts include the final dose delivered
to the patient or the dose prescribed.
Evaluates the trajectory of individuals
in terms of obesity. Involves food intake, depression, or stress.

[160]

[161]

[49]

To evaluate how much of each model could be simplified, we used two thresholds: Tvar = 5%
and Tvar = 10%. We also examined how to stop a simulation in two ways. First, using the
default scenario designed by each model’s authors, in which only a designated subset of nodes
must stabilize, and second, an extreme setting in which we required all nodes to stabilize. This
setting makes it much harder to simplify a link’s value because a link can now affect many more
outputs other than the designated subset of nodes. This extreme was chosen to assess whether,
even in the most draconian situation, we would still be able to simplify a model. Results are shown
in Table 5.6. In the most common setting (column 1: Tvar = 5%, stabilize the author-designated
subset) we observe that about half of each model (42% to 50%) can be simplified. That is, we
do not need to use a range for about half of the links and can set their value without significantly
changing simulation outcomes. A more lenient setting (column 3 with increasing Tvar = 10%)
allows us to simplify 52% to 62% of a model. An extremely strict alternative (column 2 where all
concepts are potential outcomes) has varied effects: no link can be set in the smaller model (versus
half using a subset of nodes as outcomes), while almost half of the links can still be set in the larger
model.
Detailed results for the most common setting are provided in Figure 4.3, where each link is
labeled with its total contribution to variance (including interactions). While we may intuitively
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Table 4.3: Number and Percentage of Links that can be Set to a Single Value, Depending on the
Threshold for Contributing to Variance and Whether All or a Subset of Factors had to Stabilize.
Case Studies
1, 8 links
2, 14 links
3, 25 links

Threshold 5%
Subset stabilizing
4 (50%)
6 (42%)
12 (48%)

Threshold 5%
All stabilizing
0 (0%)
2 (14%)
11 (44%)

Threshold 10%
Subset stabilizing
5 (62%)
8 (57%)
13 (52%)

Threshold 10%
All stabilizing
0 (0%)
2 (14%)
11 (44%)

expect links directly impacting the stabilizing concept(s) to be more important, Figure 4.3a exemplifies that it isn’t necessarily the case: two of the links directly impacting the one stabilizing
concept have a contribution of 0.52% and 0.75% so they can be simplified (colored green). Similarly, we see in Figures 4.3b-c that links directly impacting one of the stabilizing concepts (dashed)
are not necessarily important. This shows that simulating the system as a whole is important to
adequately identify the contribution of each link.

Figure 4.3: Results on case studies 1 and 2 with a threshold of 5% and a subset of concepts
stabilizing (first result column in Table 5.4). Values are rounded to the nearest two decimals.
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Table 4.4: Three Levels of Hardware Used to Perform Experiments
CPU

Memory

Intel Core i5-3210M 2.50
GHz 2-core
2 Intel Xeon E5-2650 v3 2.3
GHz 10-core
20 nodes, each with 2 Intel
X5650 2.66 GHz 6-core

6Gb 800Mhz (DDR3)
32Gb 2133MHz (DDR4)
20 nodes, each with 72 GB
RAM

Description (year of purchase)
Personal laptop (2012)
Professional
workstation
(2015)
High-performance computer
cluster (2012)

Although results suggest that our approach can simplify half of a model under typical requirements, our approach has significant computational costs. To evaluate in which settings these costs
may constitute an obstacle to the use of our approach, we computed the time it took to perform
the computations on different architectures ranging from an older personal laptop to a modern
workstation or a high-performance computer cluster (Table 4.4). The time for the first two case
studies (8 links and 14 links) was computed over 100 repeats, with the criterion that all nodes
should be stabilized. On average for the smaller case study, it took 0.0238s ± 0.0243 on the laptop,
0.0058s ± 0.0057 on the workstation, and 0.0029s ± 0.0141 on the cluster. For the medium-sized
model, it took on average 5.5911s ± 2.0671 on the laptop, 0.4615s ± 0.1962 on the workstation,
and 0.0928s±0.0949 on the cluster. Each of the individual 100 timings for both cases are available
online. Models with up to 14 links can thus be simplified almost instantaneously, even when using
entry-level laptops. The largest model with 25 links was run once on the cluster, where it took
about 28 hours using only the author-defined subset of nodes to stabilize and over 260 hours when
all nodes had to stabilize. It is thus increasingly infeasible to provide immediate model simplification as the number of links grows beyond 14. Beyond this, a model can still be simplified (at least
up to 25 links), but not immediately and only using specific hardware.
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4.5

DISCUSSION

We used different hardware configurations to evaluate the time necessary to perform all steps
leading to the simplification of models 1 (8 links) and 2 (14 links). The first model could be
simplified in 0.02 seconds (on average) using an entry-level laptop, while the second one took 5.59
seconds (on average) with the same laptop. This has important practical implications. It means that
facilitators can run a workshop, gather ranges for each link from the participants, and immediately
identify the important edges. This, in turn, can be used to guide the conversation with participants
on important edges, for example by devoting more time to discussing their possible ranges. Model
3 (25 links) could only be handled using a computing cluster, where it took about 28 hours when
considering only one node as output or over 260 hours when all nodes could be output. This
suggests that models between 15 and 25 links can become intractable on entry-level hardware.
We thus conclude that our approach is feasible on typical model sizes and standard hardware but
becomes intractable as we start handling large FCMs.
While many FCMs tend to be relatively small, there exists a few with a large number of links.
For example, a radiotherapy model was proposed with 66 links [161]. This would lead to 266
experiments, which is over 70 quintillion experiments. Similarly, our expanded version of the
obesity model had 269 links and would count among the largest FCMs created to date [31]. Given
their already massive number of links, such FCMs could benefit from a simplification. Efficiently
simplifying large FCMs should thus be an object of future research. We note that, while small
FCMs are typically generated within a facilitated workshop setting, large FCMs can be created
over weeks through an asynchronous collaborative process. Such a setting does not require the
ability to simplify a model using entry-level hardware within seconds. Instead, it would tolerate
longer processing times (on the order of days to weeks) and may utilize higher-end hardware such
as a computing cluster.
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While our approach focused on simplifying the ranges associated to links, there can also be
ranges associated with nodes. For example, stakeholders may consider that a variety of settings
exist for a given concept, or policymakers may use population distributions rather than an “average
person” when initializing a concept. Our approach can also be employed for this setting; instead
of generating 2k experiments for the k links, we would generate 2k+n experiments by also taking
into account the n nodes. Results would then show which nodes and links can be simplified. The
main consequence is on computational requirements, which in turn impacts the type of hardware
that one needs. In model 1, there would be 2k+n = 28+6 = 214 experiments, which is feasible
on an entry-level laptop within seconds. However, starting with model 2, we would already have
214+7 = 221 experiments, which may require a computing cluster and days. As mentioned above,
this would benefit from research on simplifying larger models.
The endpoints are typically the only information provided about a range [160, 161]. Our 2k
factorial design of experiments thus assumes that these endpoints are representative. However,
additional data may be available. For example, when each participant has to assign a weight to
a link through a questionnaire, the set of questionnaires provides a distribution about the link. If
such distributions are heavy tailed, then the two endpoints of the range may not be representatives
and could instead be outliers. As simplifying a model should make use of all available information,
future research may explore alternative design of experiments using distributions rather than just
endpoints.

4.6

CONCLUSION

Fuzzy cognitive maps (FCMs) can represent the mental model of stakeholders as a causal
network equipped with an inference engine. Stakeholders may have widely different views, feel
unsure about specific aspects of a complex problem, or wish to capture when the evidence is
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inconclusive. This can be represented by using a range for each causal link, rather than assigning
it a specific weight. The issue then becomes, if all links have a range of values, which ones should
we use when running a simulation? Similarly, stakeholders often need to identify the parameters
that matter when they design interventions on complex problems. This requires knowing which
ranges are unimportant and which ones strongly impact the model output. Ranges have so far been
dealt with by simplifying them to their mid-point [159], but this systematic simplification does
not take into account which ranges matter and which ones do not. In this chapter, we presented,
implemented, and evaluated a new approach to identify which ranges are important and to simplify
models accordingly. Our approach uses a 2k factorial design, where k is the number of links, to
evaluate the contribution of each link to variance in the output (i.e.,, final value of selected nodes in
the model). Given the exponential cost of a 2k factorial design, our implementation uses parallelism
not only to run the simulations but also to analyze the variance. Our evaluation assessed (i) whether
our approach can identify unimportant links in previously published models and (ii) whether our
approach is feasible on typical model sizes and standard hardware.
Results from three previously published models show that, under a commonly used setting,
almost half of the models can be simplified (42% to 50% of the links contribute to less than 5% of
the variance). A more lenient setting allows us to simplify an additional 10% of the model (52%
to 62% of the links contribute to less than 10% of the variance). Even in the extreme case where
the lowest tolerance threshold is used and all concepts of the model are considered as possible
outputs, some models may be simplified. This setting, however, exhibits more variability (0%
to 44% of the links). We thus conclude that, on previous models, our approach can successfully
identify unimportant links. A closer investigation as to which links could be simplified further
demonstrated that they could not be straightforwardly identified, for example by assuming that
links directly impacting an output would be important to that output’s variance.

CHAPTER 5
SIMPLIFYING UNCERTAINTY IN FUZZY COGNITIVE MAPS UNDER
TIME LIMITATIONS

In the previous chapter, we presented a design of experiments that allows us to identify the
significant edges in an FCM. As the number of edges increased, the number of experiments that
needed to be run increased exponentially. In this chapter, we propose a design of experiments to
approximate the significance of each edge to the simulation outcome while running fewer experiments.

My contributions consisted of:
(i) Implementing a method to determine the number of simulation runs necessary for the
output to be within a given confidence interval.
(ii) Automatically generating a fractional factorial design in which the effects of the main
factors are not confounded.
(iii) Applying the method on three previously published case studies, with one serving as
validation.
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5.1

Introduction

When facilitating a session with stakeholders (e.g., for participatory modeling), a modeler has
a limited amount of time to go through several complex tasks. In the case of fuzzy cognitive
maps (FCM), the meeting is used to determine the concepts and causal relationships in the FCM.
However, not all causal relationships in an FCM are equally important. It is vital to be able to
identify the important relationships while all participants are still available to provide input. To
identify these important edges, a full factorial analysis can be performed as in [101]. This approach
faces several limitations. The number of experiments needed grows exponentially with the number
of edges, meaning this only works on small FCMs. Once the number of edges reaches around 15
to 25, the number of experiments becomes unmanageable. This cannot be solved by distributing
computations on a high-performance cluster as was done in [101], as this only slightly increased
the amount of manageable edges, and it is not a resource available to all meetings with stakeholders
(e.g.,, insufficient funds to purchase cloud computing capacity or lack of knowledge in using it).
Since it is not possible to use a factorial design of experiments (DoE) to find the important edges in
a reasonable amount of time, we need to approximate. When a full factorial design is not possible,
we instead explore performing a fractional factorial design that can estimate the important factors
while running a smaller number of the total experiments. The main contributions in this chapter
are:
1. Examining if a fractional factorial design can be applied to approximate a solution.
2. Creating the best approximation based on the number of computations that can be performed.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2 we provide a technical
background on factorial design and fractional factorial design of experiments. Then we describe
our methods for implementing a fractional factorial design in Section 5.3. Next, we describe our
case studies to demonstrate our design as well as validation in Section 5.4. In Section 5.5 we
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explain the results and discuss limitations in the study. Finally, we have concluding remarks in
Section 5.6.

5.2

Background

To understand a model, more work needs to be done than just observing a single simulation
run of the model. The parameter values (i.e., inputs) need to be drawn from all ranges for which
the model is applicable in order to best understand the causal effects between factors. For this, you
need to change the inputs in methodical ways for a series of experiments, where each experiment is
a run of the simulation [120]. In general, this means we modify the set of inputs x and observe how
it alters the response variable y (i.e., the output). There can be multiple response variables that we
are interested in monitoring. The objective of the experiments can be a solution to determine [120]:
• The most influential factors on our response variable
• Where to set the influential x’s so that y is almost always near the desired nominal value
• Where to set the influential x’s so that variability in y is small
• Where to set the influential x’s so that the effects of the uncontrollable variables z1 , z2 , . . . , zq
are minimized.
In our case we want to find the most influential factors on our response variable. For this, a
commonly applied method is a factorial design of experiments.

5.2.1

Factorial Design

When conducting a study on the effects of two or more factors, a factorial design is the most
efficient type of experiment [120]. A factorial design means that we run an experiment for all
possible combinations of factor values. That means if we have two factors A and B, with x and y
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levels respectively, we would conduct x×y experiments. The effect of a factor is determined by the
change in the response (output) variable by modifying the level of a factor. This is called the main
effect because it refers to the primary factors in the experiment [88]. For example, if changing A
from its low level to its high level causes a change in the response variable, that is the main effect
of A. However, we may find that a difference in the response between levels of one factor is not the
same at all levels of other factors. That is, a factor may not change the model’s output to the same
extent depending on how other factors are set. This indicates interaction between factors [120].
For example, consider that we run our experiment with our factors A and B and test a low level
and high level for B. If changing the level of B alters the main effect of A, that means there is
some interaction effect between A and B.
In a 2k factorial design, where k is the number of factors, each factor will only have two levels:
high and low (Table 5.1). The -1 indicates to use the low level, and the +1 indicates to use the high
level. The final column shown is the value of the response variable. The bottom two rows show the
influence of each factor of the response. To determine the significance of a factor, we multiplied
the response variable by the factor level for that experiment. We then sum that result across all
experiments. For example, in Table 5.1 we get the effect of factor A to be 80 by

(−1 ∗ 14) + (1 ∗ 22) + (−1 ∗ 10) + (1 ∗ 34) + (−1 ∗ 46) + (1 ∗ 58) + (−1 ∗ 50) + (1 ∗ 86)

The factorial design is very computationally expensive though. The number of experiments
to run grows exponentially with the number of factors, quickly becoming unmanageable even if a
single experiment takes very little time. When the set of experiments is manageable, all effects are
normalized so the conclusion of a factorial experiment tells us the contribution (%) of change in
the output due to all factors and interactions considered.
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Table 5.1: Design for a 23 Factorial Design.
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
320
40

A
-1
1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
1
80
10

B
-1
-1
1
1
-1
-1
1
1
40
5

5.2.2

C
-1
-1
-1
-1
1
1
1
1
160
20

AB
1
-1
-1
1
1
-1
-1
1
40
5

AC
1
-1
1
-1
-1
1
-1
1
16
2

BC
1
1
-1
-1
-1
-1
1
1
24
3

ABC
-1
1
1
-1
1
-1
-1
1
9
1

y
14
22
10
34
46
58
50
86
Total
Total/8

Fractional Factorial Design

When we do not have the time or resources to run a full factorial design, an alternative is to run
a fractional factorial design. A fractional factorial design will reduce the number of runs needed
to approximate the effects of factors on our response variable [120]. This means we ran 2k−p
experiments, where p is set by the user to reflect how many experiments are feasible given the
resource constraints. The quality of the approximation is best when higher order effects are seen
as negligible [88]. Fractional designs are based on three key ideas [120]:
1. Sparsity of effect principle. This is driven by a few main effects and low-order interactions.
2. The projection principle. Fractional designs can be projected into larger designs in the subset
of significant factors. For example, a design of resolution R can be projected to a full factorial
design of 2R−1 for every subset of factors.
3. Sequential experimentation. It is possible to combine the runs of two fractional factorial
designs to create a larger design to better estimate factors and interactions.
For example, consider that we have 23 experiments to run as we did in Table 5.1, meaning we
have three factors A, B, C. However, we can only run four experiments or 23−1 experiments (k =
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Table 5.2: Resolution III 23−1 Fractional Factorial Design, with Defining Relation I = ABC
A
-1
1
-1
1

B
-1
-1
1
1

C=AB
1
-1
-1
1

3, p = 1), also known as one-half fraction design [120]. In this case we call ABC our generator
(also called a ‘word’) for this design. By accounting for the identity I, we have I = ABC as the
defining relation for the design [120]. Table 5.2 estimates the main effects with the following
equations [120]:
• A = 12 (a - b - c + abc)
• B = 21 (-a + b - c + abc)
• C = 12 (-a - b + c + abc)
We denote by F the effects of the set of factor F on a selected output. These effects, as shown
in the previous equations, are computed through linear combinations. The examples show how
to compute A, B and C. We observe that A = BC since A = BC. This means that main effect
A is aliased (also known as confounding) by interaction effect BC [120, 88]. The

1
2

is called the

principle fraction [120].
These aliases determine the resolution of the design. The resolution identifies which interactions and effects are aliased with each other. As exemplified in Table 5.2, the resolution is depicted
by roman numerals (Table 5.3). The resolution of a design is the length of the shortest defining
word. Thus for our earlier example, we would have had a resolution III design because C = AB,
thus our defining relation is I = ABC. The length of the defining relation is 3; therefore, the design has resolution III. The higher the resolution, the more interaction effects that can be accounted
for.
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Table 5.3: Description of the Possible Resolutions in a Fractional Factorial Design
Resolution
III

IV

V

VI

Ability
Estimates the main effects. However, main effects can be
confounded with two-factor interactions.
Estimates the main effects unconfounded.
Estimates the two-factor interaction effects,
but these can be confounded with each other.
Estimates main effects unconfounded
by three-factor (or less) interactions.
Estimate two-factor interaction effects
unconfounded by two-factor interactions.
Estimate three-factor interaction effects, but these
may be confounded with two-factor interactions.
Estimates main effects unconfounded by four-factor
(or less) interactions.
Estimate two-factor interaction effects
unconfounded by three-factor (or less) interactions.
Estimate three-factor interaction effects, but these
may be confounded with other three-factor interactions.

Example
23−1 with defining relation I =
ABC
24−1 with defining relation I =
ABCD

25−1 with defining relation I =
ABCDE

26−1 with defining relation I =
ABCDEF
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5.3

Methods

5.3.1 Determining p

If we had enough time on a given hardware, we would perform all 2k experiments to deal with
k factors. However, when there is not enough time, we need to consider 2k−p , where p is the
number of factors we are going to alias, such as factor C in Table 5.2. The amount of time we can
afford thus drives the value of p. To determine p we want to determine the maximum number of
experiments that can be run in a predetermined amount of time. For this we follow these steps:
1. Initialize the FCM and simulate it 100 times to find the average simulation time.
2. Use the confidence interval method in[155, p. 154] [155] to determine the average simulation
time within a 95% confidence interval.
3. Determine how many experiments can be run given (i) the average time a single experiment
takes, (ii) the number of factors k, and (iii) the user’s defined time limit on a given hardware.
Step 3 will give us some value j where 2j is how many experiments can actually be run in
our time limit. For example, in case study 1 we have k = 25. That means we have to run
225 = 33, 554, 432 experiments for a full factorial design. After calculating our average simulation
time of 0.003744 in steps 1 and 2, we determine we can only run between 219 and 220 experiments
in our given time constraint of 20 minutes. Thus, j = 19 as we 219 is the most complete design we
can run. We know p is their difference, so p = k − j or p = 25 − 19, so p = 6.
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5.3.2

Acquiring Resolution IV

Our goal is to estimate the main effect of each edge. To avoid confounding the main effect
with the second-level interaction, we need to have at least a resolution IV design. To have a
resolution IV design means we need a defining relation such that I = ABCD as shown in Table 5.3.
This means that none of our main effects are confounded with the second-degree interaction, but
second-degree interactions are confounded with each other. To guarantee resolution IV, we need
the shortest defining relation to be four characters long (I = ABCD). Thus for any factor we must
approximate for, we need a three-character-long alias. For example, with I = ABCD, if we need to
alias D, we get the defining relation of D = ABC. This will guarantee a resolution IV design since
the identifying word is length 4. For larger examples we generated k − p factors. So if k − p = 7
with k = 9 and p = 2, we generated the string 0 abcdef g 0 and created p permutations of that string
of length 3. We used those permutations to alias our needed p factors. For example, from the
previous string we need to alias factors i and j.They can be aliased with the length 3 permutations
of our original string i = abc and j = def .

5.4

Case Studies

To evaluate our method, we have found three case studies, described in Table 5.4. These
case studies were published between 2010 and 2012. These FGCMs were too large to perform
a full factorial analysis on a regular laptop, as may be found in a session during participatory
modeling. We note that case study 1 was used in Chapter 4 with a full factorial analysis, via a
high-performance computing cluster. We thus use it as validation for our method. That is, for a
reasonable value of p (i.e.,, not an excessive approximation), we checked whether the significant
edges found in the full factorial case are the same as in the fractional factorial case studied here.
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Table 5.4: Characteristics of the Three Case Studies
#Links

p

#Nodes #Stabilizing
nodes

25

6

15

1

44

26

17

3

66

47

16

3

Description
Evaluates the trajectory of individuals
in terms of obesity. Involves
food intake,depression, or stress.
IT implementation risks in both open
source and commercial IT projects.
A radiotherapy treatment planning
procedure

Reference

[49]
[159]
[161]

Table 5.5 compares the significant edges found by both methods. It can be seen that the fractional
only identified one of the significant edges identified by the full factorial method and two incorrect
edges. Thus we were unsuccessful in validating the fractional factorial in approximating the full
factorial design. Table 5.6 shows the number of edges that can be simplified in an FGCM. However,
since the design was not fully validated, this may cause us to classify significant edges as nonsignificant.

5.5

Discussion

In this chapter we explored using a fractional factorial design rather than a full factorial design
to find the important causal relationships in our FGCMs. This would allow modelers to identify
important relationships while working with stakeholders under constraints of time and equipment.
Thus, the modeler could have the participants discuss the important relationships in more detail to
reduce uncertainty. We attempted to create a resolution IV fractional factorial design, which means
that the main effects would not be confounded with other main effects or the second-level interactions. Our validation case (case study 3 in [101]) showed that the fractional factorial could not
identify the important relationships that were identified by the full factorial design. By observing
the results of the full factorial design in Table 5.7, we can see the main effects are not the primary
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Table 5.5: Comparison of Significant Edges Found with a Full Factorial and Fractional Factorial
Design Using a 5% Threshold to Determine the Significant Edges

Significant
Edges

Full Factorial
Socio economic status→ Psychosocial Barrier
Age→ Psychosocial Barrier
Fitness→ Exercise
Exercise→ Physical health
Female Gender→ Depression
Exercise→ Fitness
Exercise→ Fitness
Exercise→ Obesity
Age→ Fitness
Exercise→ Depression
Female Gender→ Psychosocial Barrier
Obesity→ Fitness
Belief in personal responsiblity→
Weight discrimination

Fractional Factorial

Fitness→ Exercise
Stress→ Food Intake
Obesity→ Weight discrimination

Table 5.6: Number and percentage of Links that can be Set to a Single Value, Depending on the
Threshold for Contributing to Variance and Whether All or a Subset of Factors had to Stabilize
Case Studies
1, 25 links
2, 44 links
3, 66 links

Threshold 5%
Subset stabilizing
22 (88%)
35 (79%)
43 (65%)

Threshold 5%
All stabilizing
9 (36%)
25 (56%)
5 (7%)

Threshold 10%
Subset stabilizing
22 (88%)
35 (79%)
50 (75%)

Threshold 10%
All stabilizing
14 (56%)
30 (68%)
15 (22%)
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means of determining the important factors, but their interactions are. This means that in larger
FCMs the interactions may be as important as the main effects. To account for interactions accurately we would need a design of at least resolution V. To increase the resolution we would need to
increase the length of the defining relation. This means we have a wider variety of possible aliases
for factors. There are further limitations that if handled may also allow us to identify the important
relationships in a short amount of time. First, if the simulations were run on GPUs instead of CPUs
we would be able to run significantly more experiments, and GPUs can now be found in the laptop
that a modeler may bring to a meeting. This means we could reduce the p for our 2k−p and get a
closer approximation and perhaps more reliable work. Furthermore, the fractional factorial is the
natural extension of the factorial design if we want to run it in less time. However, it is not the only
possible solution.
We could instead attempt the latin hypercube sampling-partial rank correlation coefficient and
the sensitivity heat map method [193], factor screening methods, or hybrid designs. These methods
can be further expanded for better approximations of the full factorial design. These methods are
defined as factor screening methods, which means they are meant to identify the key factors in a
model. One popular method is sequential bifurcation (SB) [94]. This method relies on two key
assumptions [94]:
1. The model can be approximated by a first-order polynomial with noise.

y = β0 + β1 × x1 + · · · + βk × xk + 

With our factors xj (j = 1, . . . , k) and β is the effect of a factor.
2. All main effects have known signs and are non-negative.

βj ≥ 0, (j = 1, . . . , k)
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Table 5.7: Significance of main effect of case study 1 according to a full factorial design.
Edges
Female Gender→Psychosocial Barrier
Socio economic status→Psychosocial Barrier
Age→Psychosocial Barrier
Age→Fitness
Fitness→Exercise
Exercise→Fitness
Exercise→Physical health
Exercise→Depression
Exercise→Obesity
Obesity→Fitness
Obesity→Physical health
Female Gender→Depression
Depression→Antidepressants
Antidepressants→Obesity
Antidepressants→Food Intake
Food Intake→Obesity
Stress→Physical health
Stress→Food Intake
Female Gender→Fatness percieved as a negative trait
Socio economic status→Fatness percieved as a negative trait
Fatness percieved as a negative trait→Weight discrimination
Belief in personal responsiblity→Weight discrimination
Weight discrimination→Depression
Obesity→Weight discrimination
Stress→Depression

Significance
0.2708
0.2708
0.2708
0.2708
0.2708
0.2708
0.2708
0.2708
0.2708
0.2708
0.2708
0.2708
0.0356
0.0275
0.0481
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0806
0.0
0.0
0.0176
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The first assumption means that all of the factors can be ranked in the order of most important
to least important. The second assumption ensures that main effects do not cancel each other out
and that we can assign high/low values for experimentation [94]. The efficiency of the method is
measured by the required number of simulation runs used to determine the important factors in the
model. The method can be visualized in Figure 5.1 and runs as follows [94]:
1. All factors are aggregated into a single group. Then we run two extreme scenarios with all
values set low and then all values set high. If the difference in the output is greater than some
δ, determined by the experimenter, then we proceed to step 2.
2. The group is split into two subgroups.
3. The two subgroups are tested for significance with the method described in step 1. If a group
is not found to be significant, then it is discarded. Significant subgroups return to step 1.
4. All individual factors that are not in subgroups identified as unimportant are estimated and
tested.

βj =

wj − wj−1
2

with wj being the observed simulation output with the factors 1 through j set to their high
levels and the remaining factors set to their low levels.
We can further increase the efficiency of SB (decrease the number of simulated factors) by [94]:
• Labeling individual factors and placing them in increasing order of importance. By utilizing
prior knowledge we can begin to cluster known important factors to allow for the creation of
fewer subgroups.
• Placing similar factors into the same subgroups.
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Figure 5.1: For a model with 18 factors. We bifurate (split) it into two subgroups each with nine
factors. One group is found insignificant and discarded while the process continues on the other
group. We identify three important factors.
• Splitting subgroups such that the number of factors in new subgroups is a power of two, e.g.,
group of 12 factors is split into subgroups of 8 (23 ) and 4 (22 ) factors.
Figure 5.1 shows that there are splits, and the execution leads to a tree. If one of the two groups
is never significant, then your tree simplifies to a path, in which case there are no gains. But the
more frequently two groups are significant (= both are retained), the more you split. These splits
can be run in their own threads.
In addition to fractional factorial, latin hypercube, and sequential bifurcation, hybrid methods
have been introduced to approximate a factorial design. Recent work presents a hybrid method
called the sliced full factorial-based latin hypercube design (sFFLHD) [187]. This method starts
with an orthogonal array, thus all rows are independent of each other. The array is sorted in ascending order by the value in the first column. We then partition the array into equally sized smaller
grids (slices) by the content of the first column so all similar values are in a slice (Equation (5.2)).
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The remaining columns in a slice contain a different latin hypercube. For a latin hypercube, the
input distribution of a factor is divided into N equal parts that are sampled once [113] (Equation (5.1)). In this case Xkj is the sample from a distribution for the components Xk . That is, each
Xk is an input for the factor which is labeled as Xi .

Xkj , (j = 1, . . . , N )
Xk , (k = 1, . . . , k) ∈ Xi , (i = 1, . . . , N )
(5.1)

0 0 0 0
0 1 1 2
0 2 2 1
1 0 2 2
Z=

1 1 0 1 .

(5.2)

1 2 1 0
2 0 1 1
2 1 2 0
2 2 0 2
When enough batches of experiments have been run of the latin hypercubes, we will have the
design of a full factorial design. As such, more experiments are run until a stopping criterion is
reached, which means that a full factorial latin hypercube design has been created. The experimenter can choose to continue the process indefinitely beyond the stopping criterion and stop at
a later time [187]. sFFLHD in high-dimensional examples was seen to have a lower root mean
squared error than other sequential methods [187]. sFFLHD can be run in parallel by putting each
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batch of runs into a separate core and then aggregating the results afterward since the run of one
group of experiment does not effect the others.

5.6

Conclusion

In this chapter we explored using a fractional factorial design to approximate the factorial
design implemented in Chapter 4. We found that the fractional design, while able to execute all
experiments in the desired time frame, was not able to accurately approximate the important causal
relationships in our models. We then suggest other possible methods to determine the important
factors in a limited amount of time.

CHAPTER 6
SHOULD WE SIMULATE MENTAL MODELS TO ASSESS WHETHER
THEY AGREE?

This chapter of the thesis focuses on the simulation output of several different groups of individuals. We have discussed that FCMs are an excellent method for participatory modeling. A
single FCM can represent the causal map of either an individual or a group. What we have not
yet examined is whether the structure of the FCM will assist us in determining the output of the
simulation between different groups. In this chapter we examine that as separate groups create
different FCMs that have the same central concepts, will they also agree on the ranking of the final
outputs?

This chapter will be published in the Proceeding of the 2018 Spring Simulation Conference:
• Eric A. Lavin, Philippe J. Giabbanelli, Andrew T. Stefanik, Steven A. Gray, and Robert
Arlinghaus. Should We Simulate Mental Models to Assess Whether They Agree?.
My contributions consisted of (i) designing and implementing the case studies and validation
scenarios, (ii) computing the correlations between centralities and simulation outputs.
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6.1

Introduction

Interventions on complex systems may require coordination among individuals to identify a
common purpose, establish suitable and efficient scenarios, and finally implement them. This is
grounded in the theoretical concept of policy coherence, emphasizing the need to share outcomes
across sectors and ensure consistency [33]. A coherent policy is articulated around a specific issue
and requires that individuals work together through forms ranging from cooperation (sharing a mission but keeping resources separate) to collaboration (sharing a mission and resources). Modeling
approaches have been proposed to capture how individuals can work together, given their different
capacities and associated time scales (e.g., organizational and political cycles) [56]. This assumes
that a shared mission has already been identified and focuses on the logistics of accomplishing it.
At the other end of the spectrum, various modeling approaches are routinely used to elicit individual goals and preferences [65]. For instance, integrated assessment (IA) is a popular approach
for socio-environmental problems, which seeks stakeholder participation and involves modeling
approaches such as systems dynamics, bayesian networks, agent-based models, and fuzzy cognitive maps [57, 104]. Between eliciting individual preferences and managing the logistics when
pursuing a common mission, there is one essential step: identifying shared preferences such that
we can agree on the mission.
Qualitative methods are a popular approach to identify shared preferences (e.g., using depth
interviews or focus groups), but they can be resource intensive (e.g., training staff to run and analyze sessions, compensating participants for their time) and involve non-trivial logistics given the
need for some synchronicity (e.g., staff and one or multiple participants interact at the same time).
In contrast, we are interested in fully automatic, scalable quantitative methods. The objective is to
identify agreements using few resources (hence making it scalable) and allowing for asynchronous
participation. Achieving scalability and supporting asynchronous participation are essential to sup-
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port the participation of many stakeholders, residing in any place. That is, it supports the uptake of
citizen science in a more inclusive form of the decision-making process, which has known benefits
in areas such as conservation planning [66].
To automatize the full process leading to the identification of shared preferences, we need the
first part of the process to already be automatic. That is, among all possible processes to elicit
individual preferences, we are limited to those which are scalable and asynchronous. Our contribution consists of finding similarities among stakeholders by analyzing individual preferences.
Finding similarities among individuals is related to the concept of a cultural model. Cultures are
about the social behavior and norms of societies; they tell us what is shared across individuals. In
Axelrod’s landmark model for “The Dissemination of Culture” individuals have a list of features
which can take different values (e.g., what hats they like to wear). To elicit such models automatically, participants can simply email their features and associated values, then commonalities are
straightforwardly defined as having the same value on the same feature. However, this approach
only considers isolated facts; it does not tell us why individuals have a given value or the consequences of having it. For instance, one individual may have a black hat because it is a religious
requirement, and another may have a black hat because it is a fashion trend. The same observation
is thus rooted in different causal antecedents, and the “commonality” is superficial. We can go
one level higher by (i) eliciting a network from each individual and (ii) comparing whether the
same nodes also share antecedents and consequences. This is known as the problem of comparing
causal maps [59]. However, research on systems thinking shows that this is still not a complete
comparison. Indeed, Donella Meadows and others [112, 115] have posited that isolated nodes are
around the lowest level, while links (i.e., antecedents and consequences) are slightly higher, but the
highest level is the paradigm, which mobilizes the entire system. Assessing links is thus insufficient to really conclude that individuals will agree on a course of action. For instance, given a cycle
with four links, individuals could agree on three links but disagree on the fourth one, and that is
enough to create complete disagreement (e.g., by turning a reinforcing loop into a balancing one).
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To mobilize a whole system, we can extract mental models from individuals and then simulate a
variety of what-if questions on the models. If they generally provide the same simulation output,
then we can conclude that the individuals themselves are in broad agreement.
Several studies have shown that mental models suitable for simulations could be extracted in
the form of fuzzy cognitive maps (FCMs) [4, 89], which offers some scalability [54] and fully
allows for asynchronous participation using platforms such as MentalModeler [67]. However,
running several what-if scenarios over hundreds or more FCMs is computationally intensive [101]
and requires to identify the “right” scenarios. In this chapter, we ask the fundamental question:
Can we tell that simulation models (in the form of FCMs) are going to agree only based on their
structure, without actually running simulations? This would provide a more accurate assessment
of similarity between individuals than current structural approaches (only comparing edges instead of using the whole model) and would present performance advantages over conducting many
simulations. We propose to use centrality metrics, as they mobilize the whole network structure.
To identify which centrality metric(s) are suitable, we examine whether agreeing on centrality is
correlated with agreeing on which simulation outcomes are important across different scenarios.
Our experiments are performed using real-world data, collected for the socio-ecological problem
of fishery management. The dataset provides a large sample of 264 mental models from different
types of stakeholders.
In short, our main contributions are as follows:
1. We propose a new approach to investigate agreements between mental models by using
network centrality instead of individual edges (known to be potentially uninformative) and
without resorting to a large number of simulations (causing a computation burden).
2. We demonstrate our approach on a large real-world dataset with different types of stakeholders.
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3. We show that one centrality metric correlates with simulation outcomes, thus a structural
analysis may suffice to comprehensively assess agreements between models instead of running simulations.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2, we provide a technical
background on fuzzy cognitive maps and network centrality. In Section 6.3, we explain our simulation setup by summarizing the context of our dataset, testing its quality using extreme settings, and
identifying four what-if scenarios. Our simulation scripts are hosted on the Open Science Framework at https://osf.io/qyujt/, within Comparing FCMs. In Section 6.4, we report our
results on the correlation between simulation outcomes and selected centrality metrics. The implication of these results for participatory modeling and policy coherence are discussed in Section
6.6. We conclude by summarizing our achievements in identifying agreements across participants
more comprehensively than previous structural approaches without extensive simulations.

6.2

Background

6.2.1 Fuzzy Cognitive Maps

6.2.1.1

Why Are Fuzzy Cognitive Maps Used As Mental Models?

A mental model broadly captures an individual’s “perspective” on a specific topic. We thus
need to refine what goes into a ‘perspective’. On the one hand, individuals could provide statements
backed by abundant evidence [24], such as using meta-reviews to justify why they think that a
system works in a certain way. On the other hand, a perspective may involve information of any
type or quality, which would include sensorial imprints (e.g., “Do you like the smell of this fish?”).
The perspective that we seek to capture in a mental model lies in between; we are interested in
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meanings and understandings rather than sensorial imprints, but we do not require that they are
supported by evidence [55]. For instance, we can ask a fisherman how he thinks that fishing is
going to impact a fish population, and the answer neither requires evidence nor should it focus on
senses.
Research in cognitive sciences has long been concerned with how individuals form and organize knowledge in their memory and how it can be elicited. To capture an individual’s mental
model, we thus need to tap into the specific part of his or her memory where the knowledge of
interest is held. The intention is often to tap into the semantic memory, which holds the individual’s conceptualization of the world [13], rather than in the episodic memory, which is about
specific events. This results in a mental model where individuals generalize and abstract from their
experiences, rather than focusing on a specific instance. The practical question is thus, How do
we elicit a perspective through an individual’s semantic memory? And, as a corollary, To what
extent is the resulting mental model an artifact of the elicitation process? McNeese and Ayoub
suggested that, if the elicitation method closely aligns with how human knowledge is internally
represented, then (i) its elicitation would be easier, (ii) the representations would tie into and open
up spontaneous access to associated knowledge within memory, and (iii) the knowledge of one
person can be compared with another to search for invariance [114]. Since semantic memory provides functional relationships between objects, some elicitation methods (e.g., mind mapping and
semantic networks) focus on capturing interrelatedness. They thus produce networks or maps. In
other words, if mental models are published and shared in the form of maps, it owes to the fact that
we seek to capture semantic memory whose structure is network based.
A relationship from A to B implies that changes in A may have effects on B. This may be
characterized with parameters such as intensity of the change, time, and previous history. For
instance, merely suggesting to someone not to fish a juvenile pike may have limited to no effect.
In contrast, strongly insisting on the illegal or damaging effects of fishing non-harvestable fish
may have a larger effect. This effect may not be immediate (i.e.,, a lag may occur), as one may
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finish fishing but change strategy the next time. Such dynamic relationships can be represented
using system dynamics (SD). However, eliciting SD models can be challenging, as individuals
may not be readily able to provide a clear number or to precisely estimate the duration of a time
lag. This may require in-depth interviews or focus groups to create graphical functions [183].
As we are interested in a more scalable process (see Introduction), we may thus focus on only
acquiring some parameters characterizing a relationship. A fuzzy cognitive map (FCM) represents
neither time nor history, as only the current value of a concept can influence the next one. The
focus is on capturing the intensity of the change in a way that is intuitive to participants and can
easily be done through online questionnaires. Rather than being forced to provide numbers that
they may not have thought of, participants evaluate the strength of a relationship using linguistic
variables such as “Low”, “Medium”, “Strong”. Then fuzzy logic is used to associate a membership
function to these variables, and the defuzzification process eventually results in a number used by
the model [4, 54].

6.2.1.2

How Do Fuzzy Cognitive Maps Work?

Definition 6.2.1. At a given iteration t, a fuzzy cognitive map F t = (V t , E, f ) is formed of:
1. A set V t of n nodes, representing concepts of the system such as states or entities. The
values can change through the simulation, and Vit indicates the value of node i at iteration
t. Values are bounded in the range [0, 1], where 0 indicates the absence of a concept and 1
indicates that it is maximal.
2. A set of weighted, directed edges E representing causal relationships. Weights and directionality are typically represented using an adjacency matrix A, where Ai,j is the weight
of the link from i to j. If Ai,j is negative, then an increase in i causes a decrease in j.
Conversely, if Ai,j is positive, then an increase in i causes a decrease in j.
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3. A clipping function f , also known as transfer function. As nodes’ values are updated, the
clipping function ensures that the result remains in the range [0, 1].
Rather than representing units, an FCM models the extent to which concepts are present. For
example, in an ecological model, a node could stand for the density of fish in a given space, where 0
means no fish and 1 means a maximal density. That value cannot go beyond 1 since it is maximal,
and the density cannot be negative either. Concept values are updated over discrete iterations,
which do not intend to correspond to real-world time steps. The update uses an inference function,
where the next value of each concept Vit+1 is computed in Equation (1.1) based on (i) its current
value Vit , (ii) the value of connected concepts Vjt , (iii) the strength of these connections Aj,i , and
(iv) the clipping function f .
The update is repeated (Figure 1.2) until a subset S ⊆ V stabilizes. For instance, if the intention
of the mental model is to summarize how various factors impact the long-term presence of fish in
a lake, then we update the model until the “fish” concept changes by less than a very small .
Formally, the simulation ends when equation (1.2) is satisfied. Since there is no randomness in
equations (1.1) and (1.2), an FCM does not need repeated simulation runs. The choice for f and
 is normally left to the modelers. The function f has to be monotonic (to preserve the order
of nodes’ values) and a sigmoidal function is recommended for planning scenarios [177]. The
hyperbolic tangent tanh is widely used [71, 111] and will be employed here as well. The value of
 is rarely reported, as it is assumed to be a small constant. We use  = .001. The objective of the
elicitation process is to obtain the set of nodes and edges from participants. Initial values for the
nodes are set when applying the model to a specific scenario/what-if question.
FCMs are implemented by several libraries and software such as MentalModeler [67]. For
intensive simulations, we use the Python library introduced in [101].
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6.2.2

Network Centrality

From a network perspective, an FCM is composed of nodes and edges. Since we do not look
at changes in nodes’ values, we use V rather than V t to refer to the set of nodes. Intuitively, the
centrality of a node represents its “importance”. The convention is that the higher the centrality,
the more important the node.
Definition 6.2.2. Node centrality c induces at least a semi-order on the set of nodes, allowing us
to conclude that x ∈ V is at least as central as y ∈ V with respect to centrality c if c(x) ≥ c(y).
Generally, the difference or ratio of two centrality values cannot be interpreted as a quantification
of how much more central one node is than the other [96].
Different centrality indices can produce very different ranges of values; they can be between
0 and 1 when counting what fraction of some network dynamics involves a node or significantly
larger than 1 when counting the total contribution of a node. In addition, Definition 6.2.2 emphasizes that the relative difference between the values may not be meaningful; values show whether
a node is more or less central than another one, but not how much more or less. To address these
two potential issues when dealing with multiple centrality indices, we normalize all of them into
rankings. That is, the node with the highest centrality value now takes the value of 1, the next
highest takes the value of 2, and so on.
Centrality indices can evaluate different aspects to decide that a node is “important”. Reachability indices focus on the cost that it takes for a node to reach others, while flow indices assess how
much traffic may pass through a node, and feedback indices compute a node’s importance based on
its neighbor’s importance [96]. As we cannot presume that one type of centrality will best correlate
with simulation outcomes, we use different types, all implemented using the NetworkX library
in Python:
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1. For reachability indices, we use closeness centrality, which is the inverse of the sum of the
shortest distances between a node and all others.
2. For flow indices, we use betweenness centrality and its variant load centrality [61]. Betweenness is the fraction of shortest paths between all pairs that go through a given node.
Load is different from betweenness as shown in [15]; it considers that traffic splits equally
between neighbors, thus leading to a different approximation of how traffic accumulates.
3. For feedback indices, we use Katz centrality. A node accumulates influence through incoming neighbors and to a lesser extent through farther away nodes. A damping factor α
adjusts the influence of nodes based on the distance. We use the default value α = 0.1 in
NetworkX.
4. For a local index that depends only on a node’s neighbor, we use the degree, defined as the
total number of edges incidents to a node.

6.3

Simulation setup

6.3.1

Dataset

The northern pike is an important recreational fish in Germany [5]. Recreational fishermen
using a rod and a line are referred to as anglers. The dynamics of the northern pike population
depend on several socio-ecological factors, and anglers are one of the agents of ecological change.
Appreciating this role through an ecological understanding helps to identify preferred management
policies. To examine the anglers’ ecological understanding, we recently collected their FCMs [64].
The process started by mailing a solicitation to all 461 angling clubs in the German state of Lower
Saxony, of which 41 agreed to participate, and 17 were retained after criteria such as interest
to improve their knowledge of pike fisheries management. Up to 25 anglers were accepted as
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volunteers from each club. Within a club, we report separately on club managers, water managers,
and “regular” anglers (i.e., without a management role for the water or the club), as their role may
come with a different level of familiarity regarding socio-ecological dynamics. After excluding
participants who provided missing data, we had a total of 136 anglers, 79 club managers, and 32
water managers. To compare their maps with those produced by biologically trained academic
experts, we also collected the maps of 17 “volunteers comprised of researchers, post-docs and
PhD students employed [at] a research institute specializing in fish ecology and biology, and an
inland fisheries institute” [64]. We thus had a total of 264 FCMs coming from four categories
of participants. Note that the previous study reported a higher sample size as it also counted
participants who were excluded from the analysis. While the cognitive map (i.e., the network
without its fuzzy quantification) of our problem was not included here due to space limitations, it
can be found in [64].
If participants created FCMs without constraints, they may use different terms to refer to the
same concept (e.g., number of pikes, pike population, amount of pikes) [59]. We set a model
boundary and limited linguistic variability using a list of standardized terms, which allowed to
assess whether a concept in one map is the same as in another map. Our standardization involved
“independent focus groups with anglers and fishery experts about the biology and fisheries ecology
of pike” [64], resulting in a list of 19 concepts (Table 6.1). We created aggregate FCMs representing the mental model held by a group of stakeholders in addition to the 264 individual FCMs. A
node or edge appears in the aggregate if it was expressed by any stakeholder. An edge’s value is
obtained using a weighted average for the value of the edge in all maps that contained it (Figure
6.1). The FCM of a group thus uses the FCMs of all of its stakeholders. This leads to five aggregate maps: all anglers, all water managers, all club managers, all experts, and all non-experts (i.e.,
anglers, water managers, and club managers) [64].
The focus of these FCMs is the relationship between the ecosystem (including anglers) and the
population of pike over the legal size limit (meaning anglers can legally keep the fish if caught).
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Table 6.1: The Values of Our 19 Concepts were Set Depending on the What-If Scenario or Validation Test
Concepts
Spawning Grounds
Angling Pressure
Refuges
Pike Population (adults over legal size limit)
Stocked Pike (adults over legal size limit)
Stocked Pike (under legal size limit)
Baitfish
Other Predatory Fish
Algae
Depth of Water
Wild Pike (under legal size limit)
Emergent Riparian Plants
Benthic Invertebrates
Zooplankton
Submerged Aquatic Plants
Cormorant
Plant Nutrients
Turbidity of Water
Surface Area of a Body of Water

Scenarios
1
2
.6
.75
.25
.5

3

4
.35
.5
.25

.31
.21
.5

.25

Validation
1
2
.6
.1
.2
.9
.6
.1
.9
.4
.25

.15
.15
.18

.5

.8
.1

.3
.5
.45

.5
.25

.27
.45

.5
.5
.1

.1
.1
.1
.1
.8

.18
.2

.1

.8

.75

We briefly detail the main concepts of the system. Pike maintain their population by reproducing in
a spawning habitat, which requires vegetative mats to keeps eggs in a better oxygenated area [18].
Thus, by keeping highly vegetative areas, we expect an increase in juvenile pike (that cannot be
fished for legally), which ultimately increases the number of harvestable pike. This vegetation
further increases the amount of zooplankton and feed for other (small) fish, which become part of
the food supply for pike. However, pikes are not the top of the food chain in their ecosystem. Other
fish threaten pike and their offspring, and these predators also benefit from having more small fish.
Furthermore, pikes of all sizes are also threatened by cormorants, a group of aquatic birds. On the
human side, strong fishing habits can greatly reduce the amount of fish in a lake. To compensate,
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the pike population is boosted through a practice called stocking, which consists of placing pike of
legal size and below into the environment.

Figure 6.1: Aggregation of three individual FCMs into one, using a weighted average.

6.3.2 Validation

Our dataset only serves to test our proposed methods to correlate simulation outcomes and
centrality. Nonetheless, it is important to test its validity, as an improper data collection process
may introduce bias in our results. A broad test used for complex models [183], and particularly for
FCMs [52], consists of establishing extreme scenarios where there is no doubt in what the correct
outcome should be. Starting with a very large population for pike (set to 0.9) and an abundance
of other species in the system (other predatory fish = cormorant = 0.8), our two selected scenarios
should clearly increase (validation 1) or decrease (validation 2) the total pike population of legal
size.
In the validation expected to increase the pike population, we use conditions optimal for the
breeding of pike as studied by Casselman and Lewis [18]. We want high amounts of refuge and
spawning areas (spawning grounds = refuge = .6). We want the water to be clean and not deep,
thus we want lower values for the turbidity (turbidity = .1). Along with that, we need a sufficient
number of plants for food and cover (algae = emergent plants = submergent plants = zooplankton =
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.5). We keep plant nutrients low (plant nutrients = .2) and avoid overfishing through a low angling
pressure (angling pressure = .2).
In the validation expected to decrease the pike population, we set poor conditions for pike to
thrive by following the opposite logic of the previous validation. We make it difficult for pike to
reproduce (spawning grounds = refuge = .1). The water will be dirty and deep with a large number
of predators (cormorant = predatory fish = turbidity =.8 ). Food and cover are scarce (algae =
emergent plants = submergent plants = zooplankton = invertebrates =.1). Finally, the lake will be
significantly used for fishing, thus it has a large number of anglers fishing (angling pressure = .9)
and involves stocking (stocked adult pike = .6).
As both validation scenarios use an expert understanding of the system, we apply them to the
expert maps. That is, we expect that the expert FCMs resulting from our data collection process
will make the same conclusions as derived from the scientific literature. Two-thirds of the expert
maps (64.70%) produced the expected increase in scenario 1 and the expected decrease in scenario
2. This validates our data collection process, which was applied to all stakeholders. We note
that, while the aggregate FCM of all experts is obtained through a standard process, it predicts an
increase in pike in both scenarios (although less so in scenario 2). Thus we report our results on
the aggregate FCMs as well as across all individual FCMs.

6.3.3 What-if Scenarios

We implemented four what-if scenarios, representing possible actions to manage the pike population: increase spawning habitat (1), increase refuge (2), increase juvenile stocking (3), and
decrease angling pressure (4). Scenarios 1 and 2 have been proposed in different studies as possible actions to manage a stocked lake for pike fishing [18, 149] while scenario 3 was discussed in
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our previous work [64]. A study found that a high angling pressure could reduce the fish population
by half, thus scenario 4 considers alleviating this pressure [121].
All scenarios are applied in the context of an “average” initial situation. In short, we consider
a lake with a medium amount of fish per hectare (which does not attract many predators), a supportive environment for growth of the pike population, and a heavy fishing presence. Specifically,
we first examined the characteristics of lakes that are stocked with pike for fishing. The average
density of pike in a stocked lake is 31 per hectare, thus we set our value to .31 [149]. Research
further shows the average stocking proportionality to be 21 per hectare, so we set it to .21 as well.
We assume that there are more pike below the legal fishing size (value of .5), since larger pike are
exploited at 2 to 9 times greater rates than smaller pike [149]. To create a supportive environment,
we use clear water (low turbidity value of .2), a medium depth of .4 and a non-dense amount of
submergent and emergent vegetation (both at .45) [18]. Studies mention the spawning areas for
pike to be in shallower water [18], which competes with human desire for shallow areas near the
shore. These areas provide refuge from predators and a stable breeding ground. This competition
leads us to assume the pike only have a moderate amount of space for spawning and refuge. Thus,
we set these values to .25 and .35 respectively. For surface area, we place the value as .75. Since
the dynamics of food supply lead to having fewer predators than prey in an ecosystem, we set other
predatory fish to .15 and cormorant to .1. Angling pressure was set to .75 to represent the large
amount of fishing in the areas.

6.4

Results

Our goal is to assess whether there is a correlation between some centrality metric(s) and
simulation outcomes across all four scenarios and stakeholder groups. That is, nodes are ranked
by both centrality and simulation outcomes, and we compute the correlation between these two
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rankings. To avoid being sensitive to outliers, we use the robust Theil–Sen estimator to fit a line
(also known as Kendall robust line-fit method). Instead of the typical [-1, 1] range for correlations,
the estimator returns 1 when there is a perfect fit regardless of whether it is a positive or negative
correlation. Negative or null values indicate a poor fit. Figure 6.2 exemplifies the Theil–Sen
estimator. All results are available on https://osf.io/qyujt/.
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Figure 6.2: Correlation Between Centrality and Simulation Ranking for Different Scenarios and
Groups.
Sample results on the aggregate maps are shown in Figure 6.3. The results show that Katz centrality has a very high fit across all scenarios and aggregate maps (from .93 for water managers to
1 for anglers), whereas all other centrality metrics have a very poor fit. As we emphasized in Section 6.2 that the aggregate map can behave differently from most of its underlying FCMs, we also
assessed the fit across individual maps for each scenario. Results for scenario 2 are shown in Figure 6.4, and results for other scenarios (available online) support the same two observations. First,
the four centrality metrics that show no correlation at the aggregate level also show no correlation
at the individual level. Second, in contrast to the aggregate level, Katz centrality only exhibits a
(small) correlation when applied to the expert group and behaves the same as other metrics for
other groups. The implication is that Katz centrality is suitable to compare aggregate maps but
may only be used to compare individual maps in very specific cases. A possible explanation is as
follows. Aggregate maps are highly connected, since an edge exists if a single participant used it.
These many connections provide abundant feedback, which the Katz centrality seeks to measure.
In contrast, individual maps (and particularly maps of non-experts) have much less feedback.
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Figure 6.3: Across All Scenarios and Groups of Stakeholders, only Katz Centrality had a Very
High Fit.

Figure 6.4: Fit Across All Stakeholders in Each Group for Scenario 2

6.5

Discussion

To know whether two simulation models agree, we can check whether they yield similar outputs
across an extensive and computationally demanding set of simulations. We examined whether
analyzing the structure of the models was sufficient, instead of simulating them. Our application
context is participatory modeling, where the mental models of stakeholders are represented as
fuzzy cognitive maps (FCMs) and we need to identify whether stakeholders agree before pursuing
a course of action. As systems science emphasizes that contrasting systems in terms of their
independent nodes or edges does not fully capture their dynamics, we instead searched for an
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analysis that involves the whole model structure. Since FCMs are built on networks, we used
different measures of network centrality to take into account reachability, flow, or feedback. We
then assessed whether the importance of nodes as judged by the centrality tended to agree with
their importance in terms of simulation outputs. Using the mental models of 264 stakeholders
from four groups, we found an almost perfect agreement when applying Katz centrality at the level
of a group of stakeholders and a moderate agreement when applying it to expert stakeholders only.
Only 19 set terms could be used in individual models, which may create more agreement than if
we allowed for complete linguistic variability.
The implication is that if two groups of stakeholders view nodes as being central (in terms
of Katz), then they would make the same conclusion as to what happens to these nodes across a
broad range of scenarios. In practice, we can thus consider that agreeing on centrality is enough
to conclude that two groups share a paradigm. The implication to compare individual models is
less clear, as centrality was only moderately useful for a single category of participants. Future
research would thus need to assess whether other feedback-based measures of centrality provide
better results at the individual level. Alternatively, one may allow us to perform a few simulations
(instead of none) and use the time series of node values to supplement the purely topological information used by a centrality measure. This is becoming possible as dynamic centrality measures
on temporal network data are increasingly available.

6.6

Conclusion

We demonstrated that we do not need to simulate the mental models of groups to know whether
they agree, as network centrality can sufficiently characterize these models. However, further
research is needed to adequately characterize the mental models of individuals, which still require
simulations to be compared.

CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION

Simulation models are run to perform a multitude of functions. They can be used to better
understand a problem or predict outcomes of policies before they are implemented. An exceedingly powerful use for simulation is the reduction of complexity in a problem. Throughout this
thesis we have demonstrated that fuzzy cognitive maps (FCM) are a powerful modeling and simulation method in terms of uncertainty. We have shown that presently FCMs are not heavily used
in solving complex problems (Chapter 3). We presented a design of experiments to decrease the
uncertainty in FCMs and identify the important causal links in the model (Chapter 4). We further
explored approximating our factorial design for execution in a limited amount of time for participatory modeling (Chapter 5). Finally, in Chapter 6, we demonstrated that it is possible to examine
the graphical structure of separate FCMs to see if they will agree in their simulation outcomes
instead of running simulations. We have seen that while FCMs are not commonly used in complex
problems, they can deal with the large amounts of uncertainty that is present. In this chapter we
discuss some limitations of these works in Section 7.1 and then present possible future work in
Section 7.2.

7.1

Limitations

New work is constantly being conducted and published. That means that accurate literature reviews are only relevant for a limited amount of time. While our literature review targeted a specific
subset of obesity models, discrete simulations are important modeling and simulation techniques.
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These new works may include more FCMs or follow more of the guidelines that we specified.
Therefore, while the work was comprehensive at the time it was done, it may be less comprehensive now.
These new works are of course not limited only to obesity models. While fuzzy grey cognitive
maps (FGCM) are still relatively new, they are growing as a method for FCMs to better identify
the uncertainty on causal relationships. At the time of the work in Chapter 5, there were very few
FGCMs in the published literature. This meant we only had a few viable case studies, ranging
greatly in size. For example, after the case study with 25 edges, the next smallest FCM was 44
edges, which was intractable with our present hardware and methods. This means we can estimate
a limit with the high-performance cluster (HPC) but not test up to demonstrate it.
Another limitation we faced was hardware. We were able to successfully run our code on a
HPC; however, all code was executed on CPUs. Simulating FCMs requires repeatedly executing
the same matrix multiplication. This is a task which GPUs excel at, which may have extended
the number of factors that could be run on a personal machine or a HPC. We were further limited
by how we structured the FGCMs. We only account for the two end points since the factorial
analysis assumes the end points to be representative. This does not account for the possibility of a
heavy-tailed distribution of possible values where the end points are not representative.
With the amount of time needed to run a full factorial design on FGCMs we can only evaluate
small FCMs up to around 25 to 30 edges. It is normal to expect larger FCMs than that. For that
we presented the fractional factorial design to identify the important causal relationships in larger
FGCMs. In exchange for running fewer experiments, the fractional design can only approximate
the main effects and not the effects of interactions between edges.
Finally, there are many different centrality measures. In our examination of the graphical
structure of FCMs, we attempted to use measures that represent the different families of centrality
measurement.
• For reachability indices, we use closeness centrality.
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• For flow indices, we use betweenness centrality and its variant load centrality [61].
• For feedback indices, we use Katz centrality.
• For a local index that depends only on a node’s neighbor, we use the degree centrality.
Most of these types of centrality did not find a correlation between the FCMs graphical structure and simulation outcomes (i.e. reachability, flow, and local indices.) for either aggregate or
individual maps. This does not mean other centralities in those schools will not perform well.
Furthermore, for feedback indices, we only tested Katz centrality. This indicates that we should
further examine feedback indices; however, it may be that only Katz provides any correlation or
that other feedback indices may perform better.

7.2

7.2.1

Future Work

Given the First Few Steps From the Run of an FCM, Can We Use
Time Series Analysis to Predict the Final Step at Stabilization?

When we run FCMs, we run them until they stabilize or for a max number of steps. This is
done with the expectation that if the FCM does not converge, we can stop the simulation when
we reach a predetermined number of steps. However, the concept not stabilizing in time does not
mean the value is not trending towards a stable value (Figure 7.1). It may just not have reached the
stable value within range of  yet.
With times series analysis we can predict the final stable value based on the previous observations. This is because time series, unlike many statistical methods, assume dependence between
values [168]. This means that the prediction assumes that the previous values will assist in determining the final value. With that we could run FCMs for shorter periods of time and still get the
final stable value of our concept of interest.
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Figure 7.1: A concepts value during a simulation trending towards a stable value but still changing
by more than .

7.2.2

FCMs as Meta-Models for Agent-Based Models

Agent-based models (ABM) are an individual type of simulation model that accounts for heterogeneous populations of individuals [110]. ABMs are comprised of heterogeneous agents and
the rules that dictate their actions in the model [117]. However, with the added complexity for
accuracy comes the cost of increasing the amount of time needed to execute the simulation. The
amount of time needed to run ABMs can be enormous [109], reaching easily into days for a single
run when the model is scaled up in size. To deal with the increase in time, we create simpler models of models called meta-models [93]. These models are simpler versions of the original model
(ABMs in this case) that perform with similar accuracy, within a range of error we determine, but
in significantly less time. This way, we can get reliable results in far less time than executing the
full model. By using FCMs which are extremely light weight compared to ABMs, we can model
similar problems while maintaining the interdependent relationships between the ABMs. By using
the agents and the rules that dictate them as concepts, we can recreate the model while maintaining the interdependent relationships between the agents as causal edges. While this can cause a
loss in accuracy, we can try to keep the cost within a user-defined tolerance threshold. We can
exemplify this through a predator-prey model with grass, sheep, and wolves as agents. We can
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Figure 7.2: The agents of grass, wolves and sheep have been made into individual concepts along
with their attributes.
model the agents and their characteristics as concepts in our model. Thus, we can have our grass
as a concept but also its regrowth rate as a concept that causes the amount of grass to increase.
Furthermore, we are aware that the sheep eat the grass giving us a negative causal relationship between sheep and grass. However, we need to consider the ABM’s rules about how much grass the
sheep eat. Whether the rules have the sheep all eating just enough to satisfy themselves or eating
until they are sick would alter the strength of that causal relationship. Thus instead of a network of
interconnected agents, we can build an FCM (Figure 7.2) from the agents and their factors.

7.2.3

Using FCMs as Agents for Heterogeneity in Agent-Based Models

We apply ABMs when we want to represent heterogeneity in a model [60]. That means, individuals do not behave the same. Agents can look very similar componentwise, but they may have
different rules governing the interaction between those components. For agents in an ABM to be
considered heterogeneous, beyond their target behavior (e.g., eating or drinking), agents usually
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Figure 7.3: Different components that make the drinking agent heterogeneous. You can observe
that gender and frequency of communication have an effect on drinking while height and weight
do not.
have a set of features or traits (e.g., age, gender), thus there are generally multiple components
going into an agent (Figure 7.3).
These components can have a wide possible distribution such as the age or income of an individual. Thus, when we have the multiple components that describe an agent, they are deemed to be
heterogeneous. However, not all components may contribute to the usefulness of the heterogeneity.
For example, if we were to look at a model of drinking, we may find that using gender to make
the agents heterogeneous improves the model, whereas including their age contributes very little
or nothing. Thus, we want a method to identify the important components in agent and remove
the irrelevant components. We could run a factorial design on the ABM; however, as mentioned
previously, factorial analysis is computationally expensive and requires large amounts of time; this
is especially true since ABMs are also computationally expensive on their own. Our proposed solution is to model the rules that govern agent actions as FCMs [57] and perform a factorial analysis
on the nodes using the same method in Chapter 4. When each type of agent is run by different
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Figure 7.4: Each concept has a range of possible values instead of the edges. Thus we can determine important nodes instead of edges.
rules, we have to create a separate FCM for each type of agent. Each concept in these FCMs will
be one of the components considered for heterogeneity in the agents, and the causal relationships
will be the rules that determine how the agent acts. We can then perform a factorial analysis on
these FCMs and determine which concepts have the greatest impact rather than which edges are
important, as done in Chapter 4 (Figure 7.4). This can allow us to determine which components
are important to an agent’s decisions rather than just take them all and expect the best result.
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